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Abstract
This study used a case study design to investigate the planning year for Barnette
Magnet School, which opened in the fall of 2005. The conversion to a K-8 school
is met with some difficulty by school districts across the nation because, while
there are many benefits to keeping these 7th and 8th grade adolescents in their
neighborhood elementary school where supportive relationships have already
been developed, the fact remains that they have different social, emotional and
academic needs than either elementary or high school students. This case study
seeks to examine the current research into best educational practice for this age
group and to what extent the planning of the magnet school aligned with this
research. The data revealed that the Magnet School, by implementing an
innovative school-wide structure based on exploratory curriculum and dynamic
interactions between school and community, generally did align its plans to what
is considered best practice for adolescents. Several areas of weakness are
identified and described.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nationwide Movement to K-8 Schools
In the early 1900s K-8 schools were not uncommon in the United States.
By 1960, however, the field of psychology emphasized early adolescence as a
distinct developmental stage and the K-8 model had been largely replaced by
separate elementary and junior high schools, which were essentially just that, a
smaller scale version of high school where students ages 12-14, usually grades 7
and 8, would, presumably, become prepared for grades 9-12.
Dr. Peter Scales, Senior Fellow, Office of the President, Search Institute,
prepared a list of adolescent characteristics for the National Middle School
Association in which he describes the unique stage of this age group in the areas
of physical development, cognitive-intellectual, moral, psychological, and socialemotional development. Among the characteristics are:
•

Rapid, irregular physical growth and accompanying hormonal
changes associated with puberty and the development of sexual
awareness (physical).

•

Increasing ability to think abstractly, understand higher levels of
humor, intense curiosity and a preference for active rather than
passive learning (cognitive-intellectual).

•

Increasing ability to assess moral matters in shades of grey and to
show compassion (moral).

•

Idealistic view of life, exploring spiritual matters and relying on
significant adults for advice (moral).

•

Preoccupied with self, highly sensitive to criticism, have fluctuating
levels of self esteem and experience mood swings (psychological).

•

Have a strong need for approval, overreact to embarrassment, and
have a strong need to belong to a group (social-emotional).

•

Experiment with new slang and behaviors, and may exhibit
immature behaviors because their social skills and ability to
regulate emotions frequently lag behind their cognitive and physical
maturity (social-emotional). (National Middle School Association,
2003).

The second half of the 20th century was characterized by a new movement
during which “middle schools” emerged for the purpose of better meeting not only
the academic needs of this age group, but their unique emotional needs as well
(Hough, 1995).
In these new middle schools, the same group of students travel to core
subjects together and their teachers share common planning time for the purpose
of integrating curriculum and discussing individual student needs. Middle schools
are also characterized by exploratory classes and a homeroom or advisory
period to assist with the transition from a self contained elementary classroom to
this larger environment with several teachers instead of just one. These and
other typical middle school program elements are summarized in a document

titled This We Believe (National Middle School Association, 2003) that has come
to represent the consensus of thought regarding successful educational practices
for this age group. First published in 1982, This We Believe was to have a
significant impact on the movement to restructure middle school as it represented
an exhaustive synthesis of research, which is summarized in a companion
volume titled, Research and Resources in Support of This We Believe (National
Middle School Association, 2003).
There is currently a national movement back to the K-8 schools common
at the turn of the century. Seventh and eighth graders are being added to what
were previously K-6 elementary schools because of a concern regarding the
significant statistical drop in test scores when students make the transition into 7th
grade at a separate middle school (Offenberg, 2001, Poncelet, 2004, Simmons,
1977&1979, Moore, 1984).

New federal mandates and No Child Left Behind

laws have brought attention to the issue so that radical and immediate solutions
are being sought.
Statement of the Problem and Purpose of the Study
The conversion to K-8 schools is met with some difficulty by school
districts across the nation because, while there are many benefits to keeping
these adolescents in their neighborhood elementary school where supportive
relationships have already been developed, the fact remains that these students
have different social, emotional and academic needs. It would be foolish to
disregard the last 40 years of research into what is best educational practice for

this age group. That leaves the task of successfully implementing middle school
practice into these emerging K-8 schools.
I had opportunities to meet with colleagues from around the country who
are immersed in this issue at the “National Middle Grades Conversation” that
took place in Philadelphia in the fall of 2004. Researchers, superintendents and
principals attended from several cities to examine the process of reconfiguring to
K-8 schools. The critical issues discussed can be categorized into three topics:
1) Organizational structures that support middle grade student needs
2) Developmental^ appropriate curriculum
3) Adequately prepared staff
Since this is also corroborated by the research, I have chosen these areas
to serve as the conceptual framework of this case study. How can the
curriculum, staff, and organizational structure support the unique needs of
adolescents so that these schools are more than just an extended elementary
school? As 7th and 8th grade are added to what was previously a K-6 school, can
the common obstacles associated with such a reconfiguration be successfully
overcome? These questions were at the center of this study.
Barnette Magnet School in Fairbanks Alaska
Fairbanks North Star Borough School District opened its first K-8 Magnet
School in the fall of 2005 with 300 students; a total of 20 were home schooled
children who would be attending Barnette part time and 44 were middle school
students. The district had been considering ways they could offer parents

additional choices regarding school programs for their children while
simultaneously improving the performance of some lower performing schools.
The superintendent recognized the conversion of selected city schools into
magnet schools as a solution. After some discussion, it was decided to start with
only one magnet school. Barnette Elementary was chosen as the pilot school
due to its declining enrollment, history of low performance, and proximity to
downtown where families from around the district might benefit from its central
location. It was decided that the new Barnette Magnet School would be
reconfigured to include 7th and 8th grade for many of the same reasons that other
city school districts around the country were doing so.
There are two other K-8 schools in the district. One is a charter school
and, as such, operates somewhat independently from the district. The other is a
small rural school that chose to accommodate the families of 7th and 8th graders
who choose to remain at the school as an alternative to the long bus ride to the
large middle school near town.
Much research has been done into successful middle school practice. A
small, but significant body of research exists to support the move toward K-8
school reconfiguration. Very little research exists regarding how to merge the
two. This researcher will summarize the research further in the next chapter and
write a case study of the Barnette K-8 Magnet School in Fairbanks and its efforts
to include exemplary middle school educational practice during the year long
planning process.

While this case study will specifically be limited to the planning process for
Barnette Magnet School, it is hoped that any future K-8 schools arising in the
district might benefit from this analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the
Barnette middle grades program planning process.

Chapter 2

Literature Review

Introduction
There are three main bodies of literature that are relevant to this case
study of Barnette Magnet School’s planning process. First is the wealth of
resources that detail what is the best practice for middle grade students.
Second, there is a smaller, but significant body of research into the phenomenon
of a nation-wide return to K-8 schools. Third, there are a few published works
that explore how to integrate middle school research into these emerging K-8
schools. My study proposes to add to this third body of research where little
guidance exists for administrators seeking to provide exemplary middle school
instruction within their K-8 school.
In the first section I will outline what is considered to be the accepted best
practice for working with young adolescents. My summary of the research has
shown that the three most critical areas for determining K-8 school success are
issues related to organizational structure curriculum, and staff.

The review of

literature into best practice will therefore focus particularly on these three areas.
In the second section of the literature review, I will discuss the success of
K-8 schools, the factors contributing to their success as well as the challenges
and controversy associated with this trend. The research currently exploring this
trend toward K-8 schools is showing more positive results than negative. As a
result, many school districts are moving in this direction. In fact, in some cases,
it is mandated that failing middle schools be converted to K-8 configurations. It

has therefore become increasingly important to recognize and overcome the
negative impacts of this change. The shortcomings that are described in the
research have to do with instances where schools that are converting to a K-8
configuration simply add on the 7th and 8th grade to what has traditionally been a
K-6 elementary school without enough regard to the unique social and academic
needs of adolescents.
Finally, in the third section of this chapter, a review of literature into the
integration of best practice with K-8 schools will further illuminate the importance
of problem solving in the three areas of organizational structure, curriculum and
staffing.
Literature on Middle School Best Practice
There is a wealth of research pertaining to middle school best practice.
The most significant work referenced in my study is the recently published This
We Believe (2003) from the National Middle School Association because it
synthesizes a broad range of research into middle school best practice over the
past 20 years. When first published in 1982, it described the essential elements
of a true middle school according to what researchers had discovered about how
to educate young adolescents and clarified the break from the earlier junior high
model. It became a nationwide benchmark and the basis for continued research
(Becker, 1999). It was reissued in 1992, 1995, and then again in 2003. (National
Middle School Association, 2003). A summary of beliefs outlined in this
publication follows:

Successful schools for young adolescents are characterized by a culture that
includes:
■ Educators who value working with this age group and are prepared to do
so
■ Courageous, collaborative leadership
* A shared vision that guides decisions
■ An inviting, supportive, and safe environment
■ High expectations for every member of the learning community
■ Students and teachers engaged in active learning
■ An adult advocate for every student
■ School-initiated family and community partnerships
Therefore successful schools for young adolescents provide
■ Curriculum that is relevant, challenging, integrative, and exploratory
■ Multiple learning and teaching approaches that respond to their diversity
■ Assessment and evaluation programs that promote quality learning
■ Organizational structures that support meaningful relationships and
learning
■ School-wide efforts and policies that foster health, wellness, and safety
■ Multifaceted guidance and support services (National Middle School
Association, 2003, p.7)
In 1997, the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) and 14 states
launched a comprehensive middle grades improvement effort based on years of

experience with successful high school reform. The Making Middle Grades Work
(MMGW) effort began with extensive research on the status of middle grades
education in the southern region (Cooney, 1998).
The SREB recommended similar changes in school organization and
leadership, and in how and what students are taught, as well as increased
student support, better prepared teachers for middle grades and most importantly
raised expectations with a singular focus on preparedness for high school
(Cooney & Bottoms, 2003).
I will further summarize the consensus of thought with a particular
emphasis on the three subtopics of structure, curriculum, and staff since those
are the areas most critical to successfully incorporating the middle grades into a
K-5 or K-6 school.

Organizational Structure
“The ways schools organize teachers and schedule and group students
have a significant impact on the learning environment” (National Middle School
Association, 2003, p29). This section will discuss some of the organizational
strategies that have been found effective at meeting the needs of middle school
students.

Departmentalization
It is recommended by the research that middle grade teachers have a
more sophisticated content knowledge than the average elementary teacher who
is a generalist. (Southern Regional Education Board, 2002, Cooney & Bottoms,

2003) Departmentalization is defined as students moving to a variety of teachers
within a week in order to receive specialized instruction in mathematics, literacy,
science, social studies, physical education and the arts.

Teaming
One essential element of successful middle school organization is the use
of interdisciplinary teaming, which is commonly defined as two to four teachers
working with a common group of students. Each teacher instructs in their content
subject, but with common planning time, so the team can plan units of study that
integrate the various subjects. In addition, because they all work with the same
group of students, they can collaborate on strategies for meeting individual
student needs and discuss concerns that may arise about a student. In some
cases, team leaders represent their teams on a school-wide leadership team with
the administrator to continually improve the school (Flowers, et al, 1999).
Smaller teams have proven to be especially effective in improving student
achievement, increasing parental contact and enhancing school climate and
student attitudes (National Middle School Association, 2003). Keeping a small
team of teachers and their students together for several years is known as
looping and has proven beneficial. Multiage teams comprised of two or more
grade levels have also demonstrated merit (National Middle School Association,
2003, George & Lounsbury, 2000).
A less common idea is that of vertical teaming, in which middle grade
teachers meet with high school teachers to assure that the curriculum and
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expectations at the middle school are appropriately preparing the students for
success in high school. “Too few districts have vertical teams of middle grades
and high school teachers who meet periodically to discuss curriculum goals,
content and pace of instruction... It’s essential for teachers and administrators to
know how students are performing in ninth grade so they can adjust their
methods and content accordingly.” (Southern Regional Education Board, 2003)

Block Scheduling
Block scheduling is another element of effective organizational structure
that provides for large blocks of uninterrupted time so that larger scale projects or
field trips can be scheduled.

Rather than all classes convening in a day for a

shorter time period each, the student might have only two subjects in one day,
each for a longer time period, resulting in fewer transitions for students on a
given day. Teachers on the team are able to manipulate the class meeting times
among themselves without affecting the schedule of exploratory classes. It also
allows time for students who need remedial help or enrichment without affecting
the rest of the schedule. “Eighth-graders who reported that they often were able
to get extra help when they needed it were more likely to perform at a higher
level” (Cooney & Bottoms, 2003).
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Advisor/Homeroom Period
The research suggests that it is essential for middle grade students to
have an adult in the building with whom they have a supportive relationship. This
prevents students from falling through the cracks and is an important distinction
between the middle school model and the previous junior high model in which
students may have spent their day going from teacher to teacher, perhaps not
bonding with anyone. The teachers in such a model may have had over 150
students enter their room in a day with little opportunity to know the struggles that
any one student might have been experiencing.
The recommendation is that each student be assigned to a homeroom
teacher or advisor with whom that student has daily contact preferably during a
time period designated for just that purpose (National Middle School Association,
2003). Such a system also provides parents with one contact person who can
then disseminate information as needed to other teachers on the team.

Curriculum

Foundational Principles
In order to offer a developmental^ responsive curriculum, This We Believe
dictates that it should be:
1)

Relevant to the everyday lives of adolescents and what they
wonder about themselves, the world or a content area. Their
interest should generate the questions upon which study will be

based, while still exposing them to new concepts and ideas as their
interests expand.
2)

Challenging yet achievable. Teachers should assist students to
examine values, assumptions and alternative viewpoints,
addressing why and how things happen, as they become thinkers
with their own ideas.

3)

Integrative without arbitrary subject boundaries since real life issues
are naturally transdisciplinary. Content subjects should infuse
reading and writing as they apply.

4)

Exploratory, providing broad experiences and exposure affording
the opportunity to discover their interests and talents and to
become more well rounded individuals. (National Middle School
Association, 2003, pp.20-24)

Exploratory and Extra Curricular Experiences
Middle school curriculum includes not only content and skills taught, but
extends beyond that to include school-wide extra curricular and exploratory
programs as well as sports and service learning. Units, lasting several weeks,
should revolve around essential questions and involve complex tasks. (National
Middle School Association, 2003)

Active and Relevant Curriculum
Curriculum is best developed collaboratively with teachers and students.
It should be organized around social issues and the students’ personal interests
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and concerns free from the constraints of separate and distinct subject areas.
(Beane, J., 1997)
Rather than passive recipients, young adolescents need to be active and
engaged with the curriculum. These students thrive when engaging in genuine
activities that make a difference to their school or community. In addition to
hands on activities provided by the teacher, the students should take part in
decision-making and project planning along with the teacher. (National Middle
School Association, 2003) In schools that implemented increased real-world
academic assignments requiring higher order thinking skills, student achievement
was higher (Cooney & Bottoms, 2003).
A noteworthy publication, (Pate, et al, 1996) describes the efforts of a
university professor and two teachers on a middle school team to put into
practice some of the characteristics of middle school curriculum described above.
They attempted to develop a democratic learning environment where curriculum
focuses on social and personal issues, relates several subject areas and
practices authentic assessment. They analyzed data that included student
developed rubrics, teacher and student reflective journals and student project
samples. It provides a helpful example of what active and engaged learning looks
like at the middle grade levels.

Rigor and Challenge
Curriculum planners must, however, always keep a primary goal in sight;
to prepare students for challenging work in high school. Specific assignments

and assessments must be developed in order for students to master standards,
and alternatives should be in place for students who don’t get it the first time
(Southern Regional Education Board, 2003). Transitional guidance programs can
be a beneficial element of the curriculum. “Students benefit if they have a written
program of study for high school and if their parents are aware of what it takes to
succeed in challenging high school studies” (Cooney & Bottoms, 2003).
Rigor must be a part of every middle grades program along with high
expectations for students. “Eighth-graders who reported intensive literacy,
mathematics, and science experiences had significantly higher reading,
mathematics and science achievement, regardless of race/ethnicity and mother’s
educational levels” (Cooney & Bottoms, 2003).
Students who had access to accelerated learning experiences, including
algebra, and who were in classrooms where teachers used technology and realworld problems to teach mathematics concepts scored significantly higher in
math achievement than students in comparison schools (Cooney & Bottoms,
2003). “For 30 years, developmental appropriateness was the primary mission in
middle grades schools. Expectations were lowered because educators believed
that young adolescents were incapable of significant intellectual achievement.
Lower expectations often generate a highly fragmented, repetitive curriculum that
fails to prepare many students to succeed in a high school with high standards”
(Southern Regional Education Board, 2003).

Ideally, the middle school curriculum will be relevant, exploratory and
integrative enough to maintain the interest of the students, while still providing the
sufficient rigor and challenge needed to prepare them for success in high school.

Staff

Foundational Principles
Above all, the staffing of a successful middle school requires that the
educators value working with this age group and that they are adequately
prepared to do so. It also requires leaders who are aware of the special issues
related to middle level education and who provide for adequate staff development
and a collaborative approach to leadership (National Middle School Association,
2003). In addition to enjoying and choosing to work with this age group, This We
Believe dictates that educators at the middle grade levels need to:
1)

understand the developmental uniqueness of this age group

2)

use a developmental^ responsive curriculum

3)

utilize effective assessment strategies that allow students to set
goals, track their own progress and reflect on their learning with
criteria outlined in advance and with examples of quality work

4)

form learning partnerships with their students that are
democratic and collaborative

5)

serve as role models practicing qualities of heart and mind
worthy of emulation

6)

hold high expectations for students

7)

be advisors, advocates, and mentors within a caring, supportive
school-wide environment (National Middle School Association,
2003).

Middle Grades Teacher Certification
Appropriate teacher preparation specific to middle school pedagogy is an
important issue to address since fewer than half of the states require specific
licensure to teach in the middle grades.

While this is actually an increase from

1969, there is room for improvement in this area (Gaskill, 2002).

Meanwhile

current research is validating the theory that prepared middle grades teachers
and academic success of their students go hand in hand. Darling-Hammond
(2002) examined the relationship between teacher qualification and student
achievement. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses indicated that whether a
teacher held full middle level certification and a major in the field of middle level
education is more significant to student achievement in reading and math than
the teacher’s educational level (Darling-Hammond, 2002).
In general, elementary and middle school certified teachers are more likely
to use methods that are effective with young adolescents (Mertens, et al, 2002).
Principals also prefer to hire elementary certified teachers in some cases
because they have the flexibility to teach a variety of subjects without being
considered out of their field (Southern Regional Education Board, 2003).
Teachers trained to teach elementary school bring a student centered approach
and are used to team planning and developing relationships with the same group
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of students as opposed to secondary teachers who sometimes see over a
hundred students in the course of a school day. Since most K-8 schools are
hiring elementary trained teachers, these schools are better able than many
secondary schools, to implement the middle school program components
(Hough, 1995)

Subject Matter Expertise
All of this is not to imply that subject matter expertise is not important. In
fact there is some criticism of the middle school concept charging that
“overemphasis on the social, emotional, and physical needs of the middle school
student has led to neglect of academic competencies” (Bradley, 1998).
Instructional approaches, popular among middle school advocates, such as
reader’s and writer’s workshop, thematic curriculum, contextualized mathematics,
performance and portfolio assessments, and others that depart from skill and
drill, are criticized by some because they do not emphasize what will be tested
(Beane, 1999a). Many advocates for effective middle grade education believe
that teachers at this level should be required to have at least a minor in at least
one content area. The schools studied that improved in reading, mathematics
and science had more teachers with academic majors in English/literature,
mathematics or science than did schools that made no progress (Cooney &
Bottoms, 2003).
It is the Southern Regional Education Board’s goal that a qualified teacher
be assigned to every middle grades classroom and that licensure and

certification at this level be based on content knowledge and teaching skills
proven to raise adolescent student achievement. They recommend eliminating
teaching certificates that overlap grade levels in favor of middle grades
certificates that are subject specific (Southern Regional Education Board, 2002).

Professional Development
Ongoing professional development in both content area knowledge and in
using research-based practices in the classroom improves school performance
(Cooney & Bottoms, 2003). This is especially important since one study showed
that 90% of middle grades teachers were in the classroom the previous year
(Southern Regional Education Board, 2003). In other words, they are not new
teachers with an opportunity to receive appropriate training as part of their
preparation for licensure.
Equally important is the preparation of administrators for the challenge of
engaging and supporting faculty in continuous school improvement. “ Many
school districts view middle grades principalships as on-the-job training for future
high school principals rather than selecting high performers who are interested in
the middle grades” (Southern Regional Education Board, 2003, page 5). It is rare
to find a middle school administrator who has received specific university
preparation for working in middle schools (Petzko, et al, 2002).
The Southern Regional Education Board recommends that states
designate a full-time coordinator for the middle grades whose primary mission is
improving middle grades leadership. They also recommend that universities

prepare school leaders with a deeper understanding of student achievement,
curriculum and instruction and that field based internships in the middle grades
be required.
Finally, they advocate leadership academies that focus not on just
principals, but on leadership teams that include teacher teams from the school as
comprehensive school-improvement plans are developed. “If the principal
leaves, someone from the team can step into the school leadership role and keep
school improvement moving forward” (Southern Regional Education Board,
2003). “ Effective middle level principals are able to work collaboratively to
articulate a shared vision that is based on the specific characteristics and needs
of adolescents” (Valentine, et al, 2002, Erb, 2001).
Literature on K-8 School Movement Nationwide
There is a nationwide trend in both urban and rural school districts away
from middle schools, and toward K-8 schools instead, because of increases in
the academic achievement of the middle grade students at the K-8 schools and
their popularity with parents, who strongly support keeping students in their
neighborhood school longer (Pardini, 2002, Gewertz, 2004).
K-8 Schools were dominant in our country up until the middle of the
twentieth century by which time junior high schools had become the norm
(Pardini, 2002, Becker, 1999). Chicago public school district is known for
remaining faithful to the original K-8 model of the 1800s, and K- 8 schools have
also remained prominent in the private school arena as well as in other countries

around the world (Pardini, 2002), but elsewhere in the US, few K-8 schools
existed by 1960. Shortly after that, the middle school movement began and by
the late 1990s, the middle school philosophy, with its team teaching, flexible
block scheduling and interdisciplinary approach, had taken hold, replacing the
earlier junior high model. Some believe the movement toward K-8 schools is the
next major reform movement in public education in the US because it can
dramatically improve achievement at a relatively low cost.
School districts across the country are reconfiguring schools to include
kindergarten through 8th grade including city districts like Cleveland, Baltimore,
New York and Philadelphia (Pardini, 2002, Gewertz, 2004) as well as Oklahoma
City schools and rural districts such as Everett, Massachusetts, and Fayetteville,
Tennessee (Pardini, 2002) among others.

Success of K-8 Schools
The movement to K-8 schools is supported by recent research. Because
empirical, large-scale national studies are lacking, school districts have instead
relied on local data as their impetus for change, as well as qualitative and
anecdotal research (Hough, 1995, Gewertz, 2004) such as high dropout rates
and test score declines at the middle school level which will be further detailed in
this section.
Several studies compare the academic success of middle grade students
in K-8 schools to their peers in traditional separately housed middle schools with

a favorable outcome for the middle grade students in the K-8 schools (Offenberg,
2001, Poncelet, 2004, Simmons, 1977&1979, Moore, 1984)
Existing studies focus on how a K-8 configuration has affected student
performance in the middle grades and do not focus on the lower grades since
they are less affected by the addition of middle grades, other than the presence
of older students in the building. In most cases, there is no need to alter the
curriculum, staff or structure for the younger students in the building.
As of 2002, 21 Cleveland schools had been reconfigured to K-8 with
significant positive results in terms of attendance and academic test results
(Poncelet, 2004). For example, Cleveland found that while only 6.8 percent of 6th
grade students district wide passed the Ohio Proficiency Test, an average of 31.5
percent of students in four new K-8 schools passed (Pardini, 2002). Sixth
graders in Cleveland’s K-8 schools scored significantly higher in both math and
reading than their peers who transitioned to a middle school (Poncelet, 2004).
Cleveland requires 75 percent parent support for a conversion to K-8 and none of
the 52 schools now converted lacked enough parent support (Gewertz, 2004).
The 2001 study by Robert Offenberg titled, The Efficacy of Philadelphia’s
K-8 Schools Compared to Middle Grades Schools, is particularly noteworthy
because it is comprehensive and controlled for the effects of poverty and race. In
his study, K-8 schools were more effective than middle schools in terms of 8th
grade performance on the Stanford Achievement Tests, high school placement
and freshman-year letter grades (Offenberg, 2001).

In addition to higher test scores among middle grade students, there is an
increase in attendance, self-esteem and attitude toward school as well as
decreased absenteeism and fewer behavior problems (Moore, 1984, Simmons,
1977 & 1979, Gewertz, 2004).
In Cincinnati, a 1991 pilot test of K-8 school performance showed better
attendance and fewer disciplinary problems in six elementary schools that
became K-8s. Currently all of its regular elementary schools include 8mgrade
(Gewertz, 2004).
In Cleveland K-8 schools, there was a suspension rate of 17 % compared
to 30 % at the middle schools (Gewertz, 2004). In one study, students in nine K8 schools and nine junior high schools in the City School District of New York
were compared on reading achievement, attitude toward school, self esteem,
attendance and student perception of how humanistic the teachers control
methods were. Significant differences were found for all five variables in favor of
the K-8 configuration (Moore, 1984).
When asked questions about their perception of their looks, their school
performance and peer and teacher attitudes about them, white adolescent girls
making a transition to junior high proved to be the most at risk for a low self
image compared to girls who do not change schools in 7lh grade and compared
to boys in general. Students who did not succeed the year before the change are
even more at risk (Simmons, 1977 & 1979). The positive results of these K-8
studies are attributable to several factors.

Factors Contributing to the Success of K-8 Schools
Fewer Transitions
Instead of two close transitions, first from elementary into middle school
and then soon after into high school, a K-8 school reduces the transitions to only
one and delays it until a more stable period of psychosocial development after
the tumultuous time of adolescence has passed.

In 1998, Barbara Byrd Bennett,

the chief executive officer of Cleveland public schools concluded that test scores
were plummeting and absence and suspension rates were soaring when
students entered middle school. The middle schools were too large and teachers
were not adequately trained in the implementation of effective middle schools.
“Here we were”, said Byrd Bennett, speaking of Cleveland prior to the
reconfiguration of its middle schools, “taking children at their most delicate, and
ripping them from a stable school environment. Then we put them in a new
school where they had to move from class to class, learning to deal with a series
of other adults while they were still learning to deal with each other” (Pardini,

2002).

Relationships
K-8 schools allow for students to stay connected to the teachers and
students they have bonded with throughout elementary school. Students benefit
when the relationships established in their early years are continued through
adolescence. “Teachers know their siblings, their troubles, their birthdays”
(Gewertz, 2004)

Parents, too, benefit from already established relationships within the
school environment as they support their children through this stage of
development. Parent involvement is therefore higher at the K-8 schools
(Gewertz, 2004).

Smaller schools
K-8 schools also offer a smaller school setting as opposed to the large
middle schools that have evolved in most school districts. The small middle grade
population allows for less social pressure, an emotionally safer environment, and
more opportunities for autonomy and leadership at school. In the intended
middle school model, as it was originally created, organizational structures such
as teaming and advisory programs were included to overcome the anonymity
experienced in large schools (Beane, 1999). These benefits of the middle school
philosophy/model are easily achieved in most K-8 schools where largeness is
usually not a problem in the first place.
There is less social pressure in a small school and a tendency toward
higher expectations because students already know and are comfortable with this
group of peers, and teachers already know what standards students are capable
of rising to. Within such an emotionally safe environment, there is more
opportunity for autonomy and leadership along with a de-emphasis on social
positioning (Poncelet, 2004).
Not only due to their smaller size, but because of the many other factors
attributed to their success, K-8 schools are extremely well supported by parents.

In one California school district, there was a move on the part of the school board
to eliminate the few K-8 schools in the district in favor of quality middle schools
which resulted in a community outcry and the hanging of “Save our K-8” signs
throughout the town. A study then searched for evidence to support the total
move to middle schools, including a look at whether the middle grade students
were mistreating the younger students at the K-8 schools. It was concluded that
there was no compelling evidence to support the board’s elimination of the K-8
schools (Ecker, 2002).

Controversy and Challenges Associated with K-8 Reconfiguration
Despite the fact that it is still overwhelmingly supported by recent
research, the movement to K-8 schools is met with some controversy.

A study

done in the early 1990s compared the 8th graders in a Catholic K-8 school to their
peers in middle school in the areas of reading achievement, self-esteem, and
attitude toward school (Manchester, 1991). The findings indicated that no grade
level configuration, whether K-8, or 6-8, was clearly identified as being preferable
in any of the three areas studied.

Middle Schools on the Decline
Emotions run high among middle school advocates in the face of this
national reconfiguration. This defensiveness on their part is fueled by accusations
against them such as the one stated during the congressional hearings on the
Hatch Act when “middle schools” were included in a list of “Satanic” educational
practices along with moral education, sex education, etc. (Beane, 1999).

The “siege" that middle schools are under, according to an article in the
Middle School Journal (Beane, 1999), is fueled by data that paints a sad picture
of middle schools in general, lumping them all together, rather than distinguishing
between those that have diligently applied the middle school concept to their
programs and policies and those that have not.
Nevertheless, the “attacks... in various places around the country ought to
be treated everywhere like the first reported case of January flu” (Beane, 1999).
In an article in Middle School Journal, James A. Beane attributes the difficulty
experienced by middle school advocates to three factors: First, he states, “our
society does not particularly like its young adolescents... and their demands for
independence, fairness and truth.” As “middle schools try to respond
humanistically “ to this, their “advocates become disliked as well.” Second, “the
public can think of little else to do except crack down on them... or send them
back to K-8 elementary schools where they will presumably be compliant little
children.” Third, he explains that middle schools are suffering from the lack of a
clear identity. Why they were established in the first place needs to be better
understood (Beane, 1999).

District Implementation
What about the fifty years of research that sprang from the middle school
movement in the 1960s and that has refined our adolescent pedagogy? Sue
Swaim of The National Middle School Association asks, “whether these districts
that are returning to K-8 schools have fully implemented the middle school

concept. Unfortunately, we know that a lot of school districts simply changed the
name over the door and changed the grade configuration in the building...the
important thing is focusing on what’s right for kids age 10-14” (Pardini, 2002).
Joan Lipsitz, a founding member of the National Forum to Accelerate Middle
Grades Reform, calls K-8 schools “another attempt at a magic bullet, which is
much easier than getting down to the really hard work of preparing teachers to
work with this age group, having strong curricula for this age group and having
personalized schools that hold high expectations for all kids and also meet their
developmental needs” (Gewertz, 2004).
Among the significant challenges associated with a change to K-8 are
teacher and administrator preparedness as well as readiness of nurses and
counselors to deal with a middle grades population.

Adolescents have a unique

set of social, emotional and physical health needs to be addressed.

Facilities and Equipment to Support Curriculum
Another area of challenge is the physical environment.

Accommodations

ranging from large enough furniture to adequate science labs and large enough
gymnasiums are an issue. Other challenges include availability of sports and the
difficulty of offering appropriate curriculum such as high school credit options,
exploratory classes and departmentalization by subject area experts. Because
there are fewer teachers in the middle grades of a K-8, it is more difficult to hire
subject area experts. In Philadelphia, 94% of the middle grade teachers in K-8s
are certified in K-6 only. It’s a danger that districts caught up in the sweep of

reform may focus too much on the reconfiguration itself and not on what actually
goes on in the classroom (Gewertz, 2004).
While the popularity of K- 8 schools nationwide leads to fewer middle
schools, some will remain thereby providing parents with a choice about which
school configuration best suits their child’s needs. “Their presence and
popularity will depend on what individual school systems see as appropriate for
their preadolescents, given the availability of resources, physical as well as
financial and the expectations of parents. The new millennium will witness not
the demise of middle schools but rather, a reduction in their number” (Reising,

2002 ).
The next section will address how some of the concerns about the
implementation of middle school within a K-8 school are being purposefully
addressed in K-8 schools around the country.
Literature on the Purposeful Integration of K-8 Schools
With Middle School Best Practice
David Hough created the term “elemiddle” schools for programs that
include both primary and middle grades and that emphasize the implementation
of exemplary middle-level practice (Hough, 1995).
A few researchers have specifically looked at the integration of middle
school research into the K-8 model. Interestingly, much of this body of research
comes from the Catholic school community due to the prevalence of K-8 schools
within the Catholic school system. Two studies on Catholic K-8 schools worth
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noting are Becker (1999) and Davis (1995) because they based their inquiry on
the effective implementation of middle school best practice.
Becker (1999), looked at one Catholic K- 8 school that purposefully
implemented improved middle grade practices in their school. Although the
school had always included 7th and 8th grades, several components were put in
place at the school including an advisor/advisee program, interdisciplinary
teaming, exploratory classes and new extra curriculars, in addition to ongoing
staff development. I will outline the ways this K-8 school implemented the latter
changes, as it is a detailed example found in the literature of how middle school
components can be incorporated into a K-8 setting.
In the school studied by Becker, smaller homerooms serve as the
advisor/advisee program where students come together three times a day and
are allowed to talk freely in an unstructured, low pressure, small group for ten
minutes in the morning, five minutes before lunch and ten minutes at the end of
the day. They initially tried a more formal approach, using a curriculum, but then
adapted it to fit their small school environment.
Teachers began to meet and cross over curricular lessons through
thematic units that culminate in events such as Colonial Day and a State Day.
They link novels read in English class with themes in social studies class and
with research skills taught by the librarian.
The exploratory programs at this K-8 include specialists in physical
education, art, music, technology and library/research, but exploratories are also

integrated with the regular academic program by adding an exploratory element
to classes that already existed. For example, what was previously a traditional
history class now includes music, food and literature of the era. Students are
also now providing more input into the academic topics and projects.
The extracurricular program at the school also serves some of the
purposes of an exploratory curriculum with options available such as student
council, drama club, band, choir, a middle school newspaper, math tournaments,
etc. Every teacher, even those in the lower grades, now serves as an advisor to
at least one activity.

A new gymnasium was also completed which serves as a

symbol for the students of the school’s commitment to their need for appropriate
facilities to hold their extra curricular activities (Becker, 1999).
Davis (1995) devised a model for K-8 Catholic schools to implement in
their middle grades. She emphasizes the importance of first establishing a
mission/vision statement for the middle grade program within the school that
addresses the physical, academic, social, emotional, and moral needs of early
adolescents.
She describes an organizational structure that includes advisor/advisee
time and block scheduling. The advisors role is to provide a caring environment,
and personal development activities, assist student in monitoring academic
progress and to serve as the contact person for parents and anyone concerned
with that student.

The block schedule described includes two back-to-back 45-minute
classes scheduled with the same group of students and the same teacher so that
flexibility exists within that 90-minute period. For example, the same group of
students take math and science with the same teacher for a 90 minute block so
the teacher can have flexibility regarding how long to spend on each subject
depending on the activity and level of integration on a given day. Meanwhile
another group of students are taking literature and English next door and can mix
back and forth with the math/science group if needed. The middle grades are all
located together in the same area of the building.
In a small K-8 school, the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade teachers may need to work
together whereby one teacher may offer their class to students in all the latter
grades. This means students may have the same math teacher for three years
in a row. Interestingly Davis assumed always that students would be separated
by grade level. She never proposes that multiage classes might exist in her
model for small schools.
She includes a rotating exploratory schedule in which students take one
exploratory class each quarter. In her model, all students take all four of the
available exploratories in a given year with their group. There are no choices, so,
for example 6th graders all take creative writing, speech, keyboard and Spanish.
7th graders all take art, journalism, computers and music etc.
She also advocates curriculum that includes exploratory courses, service
learning opportunities and integrated thematic units based on student interest.

There should be opportunities for leadership roles such as office messengers,
announcer of messages at the beginning or end of the day and teacher
assistants with younger grades in the building.
In the area of staffing, she recommends that common planning time be
afforded so that teachers can meet to discuss units, student needs or meet with
parents. She also emphasizes the importance of staff development in the area of
effective middle school strategies and curriculum to include not only teachers, but
support staff, counselors, and administrators as well.
It is likely that more literature is on the horizon in the coming years that will
serve to guide administrators in increasingly effective implementation of middle
school best practice within this growing number of K-8 schools nation-wide.

Chapter 3 Methods
Introduction
This chapter will describe the design of the study, as well as the data
collection and analysis procedures used and will be divided into the following
sections: rationale for choice of a single case study, research questions, the
research design, validity, selection and description of site, data collection, data
analysis procedures, and the person of the researcher.
Rationale for Choice of a Single Case Study
An attempt to understand the complexity of the implementation effort at a
school converting to a K-8 magnet school lent itself to a qualitative research
approach regarding the method for collection and analysis of data.

A case study

is an appropriate qualitative research choice when one is seeking to “illuminate a
decision or set of decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented,
and with what result”. (Schramm, 1971) The definition of a case study as stated
by Yin (2003), is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 13).
My study of program implementation at Barnette Magnet School lent itself
to a single case study design. According to Yin (2003), a single case study is in
order when the case is either unique or typical. Barnette Magnet School is both,
unique in a local context and simultaneously typical when considering a broader
national context.

Either way, a closer look at the implementation process for the

conversion of Barnette to a K-8 configuration is useful. While not in itself a
longitudinal study, which is another justification for using a single case, it may
serve as a basis for further studies analyzing the long-term effectiveness of the
middle school at Barnette sometime in the future.
Research Questions
Case studies are well suited to answering “how” or “why” questions in
situations that focus on a contemporary event over which the researcher does
not have control as opposed to other social science research strategies such as
histories, experiments and surveys (Yin, 2003). My three central questions were:
1.

How can middle school best practice be effectively implemented
in a K-8 school so that it is more than just an extended
elementary school?

2.

How does Fairbanks new magnet school plan correlate to the
current theories about best practices for adolescents with regard
to curriculum, staff and organizational structure?

3.

How do the successes and failures of other schools as well as
the current research inform the planning decisions for the new
school in the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District?

In addition to the three central questions above, I had other specific
questions that correlate to the three topics used in my organizational framework:
organizational structure, curriculum and staff.
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Organizational Structure:
1. How are other K-8 schools creating structural organization that supports
the current research into best educational practices for adolescents?
2. How will the new school address these issues? What are the challenges
that the new school faces when trying to implement these practices?
3. Are exploratory experienced provided for in the plans?
4. Will the plan include advanced math offerings?
5. Is there departmentalization and teaming within the plan?
Curriculum:
1. What curriculums are currently being used in other schools?
2. How are other K-8 schools practicing age appropriate instruction?
3. How is the new school addressing these issues?
Staff:
1. How are other K-8 schools dealing with staff recruitment and training as
outlined in the current research regarding best practice for adolescents?
2. How will the new school address these issues?
3. Will teachers and principals be successfully recruited with the necessary
qualifications?
4. Will teachers and principals receive appropriate training?
5. Will nurse and counselor receive appropriate training?
6. How will federal highly qualified regulations be dealt with?
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The Research Design
A well-designed case study includes questions, a proposition, a defined
unit of analysis, logic linking the data to the proposition, and clear criteria for
interpreting the findings (Yin, 2003). The propositions for this case study are as
follows:
1. The study of theoretically effective middle school practices and other K8 reform models can inform and shape the decisions regarding structural
organization, curriculum and staff during the planning of the new K-8 magnet
school in Fairbanks, Alaska.
2. Middle school best practice can be effectively implemented in a K-8
school while minimizing the obstacles encountered in other schools that add
middle grades to what was previously a traditional K-6 school.
My unit of analysis was the planning period of the new school. More
details concerning the selection of the site and its description will follow. The
planning period began in spring of 2004 and ended with the opening of the
school in the fall of 2005.
In order to logically link the data to the propositions, a system of pattern
matching was used in which several pieces of information from the same case
were related to the theoretical propositions outlined from the research, primarily
to This We Believe (National Middle School Association, 2003). Each of the
described components of middle level instructional organization from the
research was held up against the magnet school plans to determine whether

attention was paid to each element and to what extent.

The organization of the

patterns into three subtopics; curriculum, organizational structure, and staffing,
served as a descriptive framework for the analysis.
Validity
Four tests are commonly used to establish the quality of any empirical
social research...construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and
reliability (Yin, 2003).
Construct validity is a crucial consideration in case studies where
subjective judgments in data collection are an obvious concern.

In order to

increase construct validity, three tactics were employed: the use of multiple
resources, a chain of evidence and the review by key informants of the draft
report. Resources included meeting minutes, interviews and public documents
all converging on the same lines of inquiry.

The attention paid to establishing a

chain of evidence is further discussed in the section of this chapter that describes
data collection techniques.
Internal validity establishes a clear cause and effect relationship. Since my
proposition was that research and the experience of other schools would inform
the planning process, I relied on pattern matching, throughout the planning
process, to note where established elements of middle level practice were or
were not purposefully addressed in the planning process.
External validity in a single-case study allows a reader to hold a study’s
findings up against a previously established generalization or theory. I used a

framework of three subtopics, drawn largely from This We Believe (National
Middle School Association, 2003) around which to focus my analysis of Barnette
Magnet School’s middle school instructional plan. The scope of this study is
limited to one school in the process of converting to a K-8 model. No attempt is
made to generalize to other schools or districts; however the method of analysis
used to view the planning process could be tested in other K-8 school planning
processes.
Reliability, the fourth test, ensures that the data collection techniques
could be repeated with the same results. In addition to developing a case study
protocol, I created a case study database wherein my notes, observations and
documents are contained and coded. If another K-8 school were to be
implemented in our district, I believe the data collection and analysis process
could be replicated.
Selection and Description of Site
Fairbanks North Star Borough School District opened its first K-8 Magnet
School in the fall of 2005. The district had been considering ways they could offer
more parent choice regarding school programs for their children while
simultaneously improving the performance of some lower performing schools.
The superintendent recognized the conversion of selected city schools into
magnet schools as a solution. After some discussion, it was decided to start with
only one magnet school. Barnette Elementary was chosen as the pilot school
due to its declining enrollment, history of low performance, and proximity to

downtown where families from around the district might benefit from its central
location. It was decided that the new Barnette Magnet School would be
reconfigured to include 7th and 8th grade for many of the same reasons that other
city school districts around the country were doing so.
There are two other K-8 schools in the district. One is a charter school
and so operates somewhat independently from the district. The other is a small
rural school that chose to accommodate the families of 7th and 8th graders who
choose to remain at the school as an alternative to the bus ride into the large
middle school near town.
Barnette Magnet School was chosen as the site for this study since the
planning process was just getting underway and a closer look at the planning
process in relation to the middle grades might prove useful for future K-8 schools
that the district might initiate.
Barnette Magnet School is located in downtown Fairbanks and has served
its neighborhood children for 46 years. It “reopened” as Barnette K-8 Magnet
School in the fall of 2005.
Data Collection
Data was obtained through analysis of key documents provided by the
Fairbanks North Star Borough School District and school personnel, including
minutes from both district level and community planning meetings, from
interviews with school district personnel and from personal observations of the
planning process and of other schools around the nation. The data from the

analysis of key documents such as early public relations material and survey
results was compared with data from interviews and from meeting minutes.
The school principal, who had maintained an extensive file of explanatory
and promotional material, and documentation of key discussions, processes and
decisions during the planning process, provided most of these documents. Field
notes were taken during planning sessions and during community meetings and
then filed and coded afterwards.
Three principles of data collection in a case study as described by Yin
(2003), were adhered to: use of multiple sources, development of a separate
case study database and establishment of a chain of evidence. The three
sources of evidence were documents, interviews and meeting notes. The case
study database contained, in chronological order, notes from interviews,
meetings and observations, key documents and school district survey results.
Finally, Yin, (2003) describes the chain of evidence that the reader of a case
study report should be able to easily trace backwards to the original propositions
and questions. First the report should cite relevant portions of the database such
as specific documents, interviews or observations. Second, the database should
reveal the actual evidence and the circumstances under which it was collected.
Third, the collection of the evidence should have followed the design and protocol
of the project. Finally, the latter should be easily linked to the initial study
questions.

Data Analysis Procedures
The unit of analysis was the planning period for the new school and
analysis of the key documents and text of meeting minutes and interviews took
place both during and after the data collection process. Coding categories
generally followed the descriptive framework established at the onset of the study
and categorized discussion details and notes according to the three subtopics of
curriculum, staff and organizational structure. In addition to coding, two other
main methods were used as described by Huberman and Miles (1994): memoing
and visual displays of data.
Memoing involved the recording of reflective notes after meetings and
interviews that outlined key themes as they emerged. This helped to summarize
and therefore reduce the data and build ongoing conclusions.

Visual displays

such as timelines, charts and diagrams assisted in the summarizing of the
planning process.
As described earlier, the analytical strategy arose out of a reliance on the
middle level education theory outlined in This We Believe, (National Middle
School Association, 2003) with the major propositions organized into a
descriptive framework that focused on the three subtopics of organizational
structure, curriculum and staffing issues related to middle grade education. The
data from multiple resources was triangulated and matched to these subtopics in
order to determine to what extent the magnet school plans did or did not align to
the current theory of best middle school educational practice.

The Person of the Researcher
Because, in a qualitative study such as this, the researcher is the
observer, interviewer, recorder and analyzer, the study can be greatly affected by
the researcher. In this case, I was also a participant in the planning process for
the new school. This presented a challenge that I hope was successfully
overcome by relying on documents, meeting minutes and interview transcripts.
On the other hand, my participation in the planning process also greatly informed
and enriched my analysis of the data. The inclusion of my observations, not only
of other schools around the country, but also of the plan as it was manifested in
the opening of the school, added depth to the findings.
I am currently a teacher in the Fairbanks North Star Borough School
District at Barnette Magnet School and have been a teacher in Fairbanks for 14
years of my 19 years as an educator for the state of Alaska. At the time of the
initial new school proposals and the beginning of the planning process, I was
teacher at another district school. Prior to that, I taught in a self -contained 7th/8th
grade classroom at a K-8 charter school in Fairbanks for three years.
It was that experience that made me question the practice of treating the
7th and 8th graders in a K-8 school as simply larger elementary students. I
became interested in developmental^ appropriate curriculum and structures for
middle grades students.
I have long been interested in qualitative research and conducted both
formal and informal classroom based research over the years to improve my own
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practice. I have served on several district level curriculum committees and was
in the process of completing my master’s degree coursework when the new
magnet school was proposed. Many interesting questions arose as the ideas for
the new school unfolded, but the decision to recreate the new school as a K-8
and my interest in middle grade education led to this research project.
I served as a member on the planning committee for the new school and
played an integral role in the development of the school’s overall design, but
decisions about the specific middle grades program were influenced by many
factors and its evolution took on a life of its own apart from any personal vision I
may have had.
Despite my role as a participant observer, I was able to maintain the
objective role of outside observer as I recorded the process and analyzed the
chronology leading up to the current program, as it exists now.

Chapter 4 Barnette Magnet School
Planning Year in Review
Introduction
This chapter documents the challenges of actually developing such
characteristics as age appropriate instruction, flexible scheduling, and other
strategies that permit learning in a manner meaningful for young adolescents.
The following descriptions of the planning process are the result of the analysis of
all meeting notes, interviews, and related documents produced during the year of
planning that preceded the opening of the Barnette Magnet School in the fall of
2005. The focus will be on the planning process only as it relates to the middle
grades within the K-8 school and will be presented within three separate topics;
organizational structure, curriculum, and staffing.
As described in Chapter 3, data was obtained from key documents,
meeting minutes and from interviews. In this chapter, as the planning year for
the Barnette Magnet School is described, information obtained from any meeting
is referenced and has been coded with a prefix that ends in M. Information
obtained specifically from a planning committee meeting has been coded with a
prefix of PCM followed by the date of the meeting. Informants have been coded
with a prefix using the letter of the city in which the informant resides. Brief
descriptions of the meetings and informants are provided in Figure 1, page 47.
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Brief Description of Meetings and Informants
Planning Meetings
PCM, Apr’04
PCM, May'04
PCM, Jun’04
PCM, Jui’04
PCM, Aug’04
PCM, Sep’04
SBM, Sep”04
CIM, 0 c t’04
CIM, Nov’04

PCM, Jan’05
HSM
TTTM

Planning committee meeting, April 22, 2004
Planning committee meeting, May 3, 2004
Planning committee meetings, June 16 & 30, 2004
Planning committee meetings, July 7 & 21, 2004
Planning committee meeting, August 25, 2004
Planning committee meetings, September 22 & 30, 2004
School board meeting, September 21, 2004
Community meeting for Barnette families, October 12, 2004
Community input meetings;
A. November 16, 2004 (re instructional model),
B. November 18, 2004 (re. middle school issues),
C. November 30, 2004 (Information Fair for Barnette families)
Planning committee meeting, January 11, 2005
Home school meeting,
Teacher think tank meeting,

Informants
F1
F2
A1
A2
P1
P2
H1
H2

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District administrator
Fairbanks North Star Borough School District administrator
Anchorage area administrator
Anchorage area administrator
Philadelphia administrator
Philadelphia administrator
Harrisburg administrator
Harrisburg administrator

Figure 1. Brief Description of Meetings and Informants

Early Planning
The idea for a magnet school was first formally discussed at the District
level in the spring of 2004. The Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
wanted to make educational choices available to all students in the district, which
would include traditional models and charter schools already available as well as
magnet schools. Specifically, there was an interest in the concept of
magnetschools. (PCM, A pr’04) Charter schools operate somewhat
independently of the school district, are entitled to exemptions from selected
school district policies and curriculum guidelines and receive some of their
budgetary support directly from the state. At the time, Fairbanks already had one
K-8 charter school.
A magnet school differs from a charter school in several important
aspects. A magnet school is administered more directly by the school district, is
governed by the school board just as other traditional district schools are, and
operates within the school district’s budget.
The planning committee began to meet in the spring of 2004 (see Figure
2 , page 49-50). Committee members included the current principal at Barnette,
several district administrators, a teacher and a parent. During early meetings the
idea of simultaneously developing several magnet schools was discussed. Two
urban elementary schools and one urban middle school were among the possible
schools to be converted.
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Barnette Magnet School Planning Timeline
April 6, 2004; Board M eeting
Superintendent reported that adm inistration would like to plan for m agnet schools by conducting
a feasibility study and would report back by June, 2004

+
April 22, 2004
First M eeting of planning com m ittee: “Feasibility Study Group”

+
May 3 ,2 0 0 4
2nd planning committee m eeting

*
May 25, 2004
Presentation to School Board and approval to continue planning process

*
June 16&30, 2004
Continued planning com m ittee m eetings

July 15,2004
Surveys mailed to community and taken to local businesses along with posters describing the
proposed conceptual fram ework

4

*

July 21, 2004
Planning committee m eeting

August 3, 2004
School Board M eeting: M agnet School update and overview o f proposed structure

4

'

August 8, 2004
More surveys distributed at Tanana Valley Fair

*

August 8&17, 2004
Meeting with Barnette staff and com m unity

September 8, 2004
Planning committee m eeting
Discussion o f survey results

*

September 14, 2004
Barnette parent meeting

4*
Figure 2. District Planning Timeline
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Septem ber 21, 2004
School Board M eeting
Presentation re. boundary changes and public testimony heard

*
Septem ber 22&30, 2004
Planning committee m eetings

+
October 12, 2004
Barnette parent m eeting

*
Novem ber 16, 17, 18, 29 & 30
A series o f com m unity input meetings on a variety o f topics including instructional model and
m iddle school plans

*
Decem ber, 2004
District developed m arketing plan
M eeting with teacher’s union and adm inistration re. staffing issues
Visit Anchorage schools and Philadelphia K-8 symposium

4<
January 20 & 22, 2005
Hom e school family inform ational m eeting and follow up m eeting
Finalize application packets for new students

4February 4, 2005 Teacher Input M eeting with selected district teachers for feedback on the plan
Public Relations m onth; Presentation to Barnette staff & other interested district teachers
Refine staffing needs and write job descriptions
A pplication packets available to community
Develop exploration course catalog
Coordinate with com m unity resource people to support exploration instruction

M arch/April, 2005
Job openings posted & Staffing
Order furniture and m aterials
Continue exploration course development

4May, 2005
T raining/staff developm ent for newly hired staff; decide school policies, develop handbook
Parent m eeting with new families & exploration registration

4/
June/July, 2005
Summ er book discussion groups / R esponsive Classrooms
Focus committees re continued developm ent o f policies, philosophy etc.

Figure 2 continued.

The initial proposal involved opening three magnet schools; one to be a K3 school and the other two to include grades 4-8. (PCM, A pr’04) Suggested
magnet theme ideas included a focus on serving gifted students, Montessori,
back to basics, math/science, language immersion, credit recovery, or
arts/humanities. (PCM, Apr’04) The need to involve the community in this
decision about the type of magnet was recognized and focus groups were
developed to drive the choices of the principals at each of the schools. (PCM,
Apr’04)
The idea of a K-8 school was discussed and, fairly early in the process, a
decision was made to begin with one K-8 magnet school as a pilot program to be
housed at what was then Barnette Elementary; a traditional K-6 school. (PCM,
Jun’04) The challenge remained to choose a curricular theme that would have
wide community appeal. Another goal of the district was to create a structure that
would attract the many home schooling families in the community. An increasing
number of families in the Fairbanks area were choosing to provide their children’s
education at home rather than in the public schools.
Information Gathering
A community survey was distributed in July along with posters describing
the proposed framework for the new magnet school, which is further described in
a subsequent section (See Appendix A). The survey was developed by the
planning committee and was distributed to various businesses around town as
well as being available at the local summer fair and on the school district website.

103 local residents responded to the survey. Following the results of the survey,
a series of community input meetings were held during the fall of 2004; first with
the families who had children already attending Barnette prior to the conversion,
then with the community at large, next with potential part time students who were
currently being home-schooled, and finally with teachers throughout the district.
Information obtained from both the survey and the community input meetings will
be referred to throughout this chapter.
In the fall of 2004, I visited Philadelphia, one of the urban school districts
that were in the process of converting to K-8 configurations citywide. There I
attended “A Middle Grades National Conversation”, organized by the
Philadelphia Education Fund. Representatives from several school districts in
states ranging from Colorado to New York participated.

School district

administrators were there to share successes, failures and questions about
various middle school models within a K-8 structure because their school districts
were in the process of restructuring.
During the conference, I was able to participate in sessions which focused
on the implementation of middle school practice in K-8 schools. I attended the
conference with the anticipation that I would gain insights to inform our own
district’s planning process, but was surprised to discover that in fact these other
districts were struggling with the reconfiguration and, while test scores were in
fact improving and neighborhood parents supported the changes, they were
overcome with the challenges that remained. Their efforts were wrought with

difficulties such as unwilling and unprepared staff, lack of appropriate physical
facilities for middle school students and a shortage of appropriately rigorous
curriculum (P1, P2 ).
The root of these difficulties stemmed, in many cases, from the fact that
these school districts had been required by their respective state boards of
education to reconfigure due to failing middle schools. In addition, in many of the
districts, it was not just a gradual change for isolated middle schools, but rather
district wide simultaneous conversions. The national mood seemed to be
frustration mixed with panic, but with a necessary resolve to succeed.
Fairbanks, Alaska, with our intentional and carefully planned move to K-8
at Barnette turned out to be an inspiration at the conference where our unique
model generated many inquiries and positive responses. They were seeking a
model that might make the middle grade programs in these emerging K-8
schools not only more successful academically, but programs that generated
positive energy and enthusiasm from students and teachers as well as
administrators. Barnette’s innovative structure would create a dynamic interaction
between the school and community by offering flexible scheduling, the option for
parents to provide some schooling at home or in the community on Fridays and
by bringing in community experts to supplement exploratory instruction. By
involving the entire school in elective choices, the expertise of all the teachers in
the building would be utilized thereby overcoming the struggle of many K-8
schools to offer exploratory curriculum choices.

That fall, I also had the opportunity to visit several Anchorage magnet
schools. One downtown school had experimented with a K-8 model, Put after the
difficulties encountered during the first year with the addition of middle grade
students at the school related to staff readiness and curriculum issues, the idea
was abandoned (A1).
In Palmer, Alaska, I visited a successful K-8 charter school that had
started with only kindergarten and then slowly grew along with that first class,
adding on another grade each year. At the time of my visit, the school had been
a K-8 for two years and was very successful. They incorporated many of the
recommended middle grade practices, such as block scheduling,
departmentalization and rotating exploratory classes called “labs” while
consciously continuing to improve their middle school program. Three times a
year, the 6th, 7th and 8th grade students divide into smaller units and immerse
themselves in a topic or theme for what is termed the “ Intensive Week” (A2).
While in Philadelphia, I was able to visit several of the city’s most
successful K-8 schools. The administrators at these inner city schools shared a
common passion for excellence with regards to the inclusion of middle school
best practice. At one school in particular, their middle school students were
provided with meaningful leadership opportunities both at school and in the local
neighborhood cleanup effort. The teachers and administrators worked as a team
and really listened to what their adolescent students had to say about their
experience being in a K-8 (P2 ).

The faculty and students met and many of the student’s concerns were
addressed. The students proudly showed off the murals they had painted in the
hallways of the middle school wing. An experiment was underway in which all
the boys and girls were happily segregated into same sex classrooms. The
students reported feeling more relaxed and better able to focus on their work
(P2).
I visited two successful K-8 schools in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The
school district, recognizing the need to implement middle school practice more
effectively in their newly created K-8 schools, created a district level
administrative position with the job description of overseeing the progress of the
city’s K-8 middle school programs (H1). In these schools, the middle grade
teachers planned together and operated a school within a school in which they
departmentalized curriculum and incorporated an advisor/advisee homeroom
period. They utilized the school’s PE and music specialists in order to offer
exploratory classes to the middle grade students (H2).
Essential to the purpose of this study, was my role as participant in and
supporter of the collaborative action research nature of the change process
underway in the FNSB school district.

Insights gleaned from observing in other

K-8 schools and meeting administrators from around the country provided
formative evaluation and feedback throughout the planning process for the
Barnette K-8 Magnet School. The school district was able to purposely address
the pitfalls experienced by other’s efforts which tended to fall into the three

categories of organizational structure, rigorous, relevant curriculum and willing,
prepared staff.
Organizational Structure

Three Block Format
In June of 2004, the planning committee focused its discussion on the
concept that Barnette K-8 Magnet School would be as much about structure as
curricular theme (PCM, Jun’04). The resulting proposal involved the division of
the school day into three time blocks so that parents would have more choice
about the beginning and ending time of their child’s school day (See Figure 3,
page 57).
The hope was that this would better accommodate parents’ work
schedules and may, at the same time, provide options for part time attendance
by students currently being schooled at home. These uninterrupted blocks of
time would either be focused on core academics or on elective choices in a
variety of strands including art, foreign language, science and history among
others (see Figure 4, page 58).
Parents of full time students would choose two out of three time blocks;
one time block for their core academics of literacy and math, and one for their
electives, which will hereafter be referred to as explorations to be consistent with
the term used at Barnette (PCM, Jun’04) Part-time students could choose just
one block to attend.

APPLICATION PACKET
This years7.open application period will be from Tuesday, February I, through M arch 9,
.2005. 'The draw ing'w iil occur on. M arch 11, 2005. You w ill be notified of your num ber on
the list as soon as possible. Applications received after March 9 will be entered in the .next
lotted to be held in August.

Tfie Magnet School operates on a block schedule with staggered arrival.and ending times

We hope you will .consider this uniqure school o f choices, challenges
and community where children can learn, lauqh and linger.,, . s
Figure 5. Revised Block Design

While this plan would accommodate all grade levels within the school, it was
especially beneficial to middle school students who would have the opportunity to
make exploratory courses an integral part of their school day.
This block structure was foundational to the proposed structure. Originally
the proposal allowed for both core and explorations to occur during all three
blocks. Later the idea was revised due to staffing concerns that are described in
more detail in the staffing section of this chapter. In the revised plan, (see figure
5 , page 5 9 ) block one and three would be elective blocks and sandwiched
between them would be the only core block during which all full-time students
would have to attend (PCM, Jan’05).

Daily Schedule
In the original design, each block would last three hours and would be
separated by a lunch/physical education hour in between. This resulted in block
one starting at 7:30am and block three finally ending the school day for some
students at 6:30pm (PCM, Jun’04). The results of a community survey
distributed in the fall, as well as feedback from community meetings, showed that
such a late end to the day was unpopular (Survey Results, See Appendix B).
Likewise, the very early start was equally unpopular, so after much
manipulation of time options and several changes along the way, it was finally
settled that the first exploration block would be from 8 :00-1 1 :0 0 . Core would
immediately start after that from 1 1 :00 —2:00 and lunch would be incorporated
into it. The final exploration block would be from 2:00 - 5:00. There would

essentially be no scheduled recess, so parents who desired it, would have to be
sure one of their child’s exploration classes was from the fitness strand (PCM,
Jan’05).
Teachers preferred a longer core block, both those who attended a
teacher think tank meeting and the new staff once hired (TTTM). The addition of
lunch to the three hour core block generated great concern from teachers about
the lack of time for literacy and math. The concerns were so vehemently
expressed that a compromise was reached to extend the core block into block
three. The first exploration of Block three, during the 2:00-3:00 hour became a
required literacy exploration class to be titled Literacy Plus. All full time students
would attend Literacy Plus, which essentially extended their core block to four
hours (TTTM).
A student starting at 8:00 would take three electives in the morning,
followed by three hours of core and then Literacy Plus from 2-3:00 at which point
their day ended. Any student could attend an after school program until 6:00 for
a fee.
A student starting at 9:00 would take two electives in the morning, followed
by core and Literacy Plus until 3:00 and then take their final choice exploration
from 3:00 -4:00 at which time their day ended.
A student starting at 10:00 would take only one elective in the morning,
followed by core, Literacy Plus and then their other two chosen electives with an
ending time of 5:00.

The three block structure, with its inherent flexibility, was received
positively by the public. Comments from the Parent Survey included, “it fits
working parents schedule,” “it’s a great idea, especially for parents with schedule
problems,” and “there are many single parents struggling with work schedules
and being able to attend school activities. This system might be especially
helpful. I hope it works.” (Survey Results, See Appendix B).

School Population
Another related structural issue centered on the size of the new school’s
student body. The expected enrollment for the first year was 300 students. This
number left room to grow, especially since only 7th graders would be
accommodated the first year and 8th graders would then be added during year
two. The school board felt that starting with the addition of only 7th grade, to what
had been a traditional K- 6 school, was a more manageable transition plan. The
6th graders who had attended the previous year would have the option to stay on
in their familiar surroundings.
Taking on 8th graders the first year would require that they come from
another school and attend Barnette for only one year. It was recognized that this
could lead to problems during what would already be a challenging year of
transition to K-8 configuration (SBM, Sep’04). This sequence of adding 7th grade
year one and then 8th grade year two was also followed by most of the
Philadelphia schools undergoing a change to K-8 . (P1)

Multi-age Grade Configuration for Core
Early on, discussion among the planning committee members, and at
community input meetings, included the possibility of multi-age classrooms.
(PCM, Jun’04, CIM, Nov’04) The results of the community survey showed that
49 out of 87 survey respondents, felt multi-age classrooms were important. The
preference to use a multi-age structure applied not only to the core classrooms
that would gather during block 2 , but also to the exploration classes during the 1 st
and 3rd blocks. (Survey Results, See Appendix B)
Questions about whether to include three grades per class or two were
pondered.

For example, if three grade multiage classes were to be the plan,

then would 1st to 3rd graders be together in class and 4th to 6th be grouped
together? This left the kindergartners and the 7th as single grades. One idea was
to have at least some of the 6th graders grouped with the 7th. There was
discussion about whether to also include the 5th graders as part of the middle
school grouping. Alternatively, classes could be grouped K-2nd, 3rd-5th, and
6th-8m(CIM, Nov’04).
Eventually it was decided to separate out the kindergartners and group
two grades together for the other classes; 1 st/2 nd, 3rd/4th, and 5th/6th(F1). Once the
middle school teachers were hired, it was decided to go ahead with 7th as a
single grade during the first year for the core subjects, and then go with a 7th / 8th
multiage class structure during year two (F1 ). Even though the 7th would not

have a multi-age core class during year one, they would still experience the
benefits of multi-age groupings during exploration classes.
Class sizes for core would be approximately 25 students, consistent with
the rest of the district’s pupil teacher ratio; however exploration classes could be
smaller at 15 or less (PCM, Jun’04).

Exploration Classes
Exploration classes would be divided into basically two multi-age levels;
primary (grades 1-3) and intermediate (grades 4-7). There was much discussion
about how long the exploration classes would be. The block would be three
hours long, so 4 classes of 45 minutes each could be offered or 3 classes of 1
hour each.
During a teacher think tank meeting, district teachers were invited to give
their feedback on the plan. Opinions varied widely. Some felt that certain
exploration classes would fit nicely into 45 minute time periods, while others felt
that 1.5 or 2 hour time periods would be necessary due to the hands on nature of
the classes planned (TTTM). The planning committee decided to have 3 classes
of 1 hour during each of the two exploration blocks (PCM, Jan’05). Varying class
lengths would be too difficult to orchestrate. One hour classes gave a bit more
time to carry out project based instruction and also provided a clean way to take
care of needed prep time as discussed later in the staffing section.

Yearly Schedule
Initially, the planning committee considered dividing the school year into
trimesters rather than quarters. In this case, students would change exploration
class schedules only three times a year and each class would last 1 2 weeks
(PCM, Jun’04). Eventually it was decided to remain consistent with the rest of
the traditional district schools on a quarter system. This made sense because
Barnette, being a district magnet school, would share many of the administrative
supports provided to other district schools. Some teachers also felt that nine
weeks on one exploration topic was more reasonable than twelve (F1).
Student schedules would be determined before the onset of the school
year. Each student would register for three exploration classes each quarter for
a total of twelve classes. Completing the yearly schedule at the onset would
facilitate smooth transitioning at the change of each quarter and would enable
staffing and curriculum planning to occur for the entire year (F1 )

Structures to Support Community Building and Leadership
It was important to the planning committee that the school create a culture
of kindness and respect (see Figure 6 , page 68). There would be regularly
scheduled school-wide events, including weekly assemblies and quarterly exhibit
nights. On exhibit nights, students from various exploration classes could display
their learning, from art exhibits and dance performances to robotics
demonstrations (F 1 ).

In addition, the stated goal was to provide opportunities for

purposeful interactions between younger and older students through such

activities as cross age tutoring and reading buddies. Various adults in the
building would share in the responsibility of being 8th grade advisors (HSM). The
school would have a Peace Room (see Figure 10, page 82), an original idea of
the new principal’s, which is a place for students to go when they are having an
off day. It is intended to be a positive preventative discipline solution (F1 ).
It was hoped that these structures along with the multi-age
approach to exploration classes would create a sense of community where all
adults know all the students and students know each other, both younger and
middle school age, as opposed to isolating the middle school into its own wing.
In some of the other K-8 schools I visited, the middle school wing was
segregated from the rest of the school, in part due to parental fear of the
influence the older students might have on the younger ones. (P1, P2 , H1 ) The
results of the parent survey did not indicate an overriding concern about that. In
fact 75 out of 84 surveyed, reported that older students tutoring and mentoring
was important to them. Community members supported the leadership
opportunities that could result from meaningful interactions between the younger
and older students as long as these experiences were structured and supervised.
(Survey Results, Appendix B, HSM)
Curriculum
While specific curriculum planning was a long way off, early planning
meetings included discussions about what kind of curricular magnet theme would
draw parents to a downtown school out of their neighborhood, how community

partnerships could become an integral part of the school, and how to attract the
many home schooling families in the region back to at least part-time attendance
(PCM, Apr’04).
Other curriculum issues and questions arose as well. Could science and
history be integrated into the core curriculum block, offered as electives, or both?
Electives would have a smaller class size and provide an opportunity for handson learning. Needs for extended learning and remediation would be met through
the choice of electives. Parents and students could choose to focus in one or
two strands or elect classes from a variety of strands. Strands would include fine
arts, world language/culture, technology, science, history/geography, physical
education/health, as well as advanced and remedial instruction (PCM, Jun’04).
Related to curriculum planning, is the philosophical framework that would
attempt to define and establish a school-wide culture (see Figure 6, page 68). A
recurrent theme of high academic expectations influenced curricular decisions
throughout the planning process along with a commitment to individual
remediation and acceleration as needed (see Figure 7, page 69). “The school is
designed for all students, those who struggle with learning and need more time
and help, those who are right where they are expected to be according to grade
level standards and expectations, and those who are moving ahead faster than
others.” (Magnet School Planning Survey, Appendix A)
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Figure 7. A Typical 2nd Grader’s Day

Community Input
An explanatory letter and survey was sent out to the community in July
2004 (Appendix A).

Parents were asked to circle the three most important areas

of exploration and enrichment for their child.
Survey results were published in September 2004. Respondents ranked
exploration areas in the following order of importance:
1 st

Science/Math/T echnology

2 nd

Performing Arts

3rd

Extended Learning (remediation and acceleration

4th

World Languages

5th

Visual Arts

6th

History and Geography

They were also asked to add any other ideas for exploratory classes. In
addition, they were asked to rank the importance of service learning, technology,
and various pedagogical approaches such as Montessori, “hands on” and “back
to basics” . 93% of respondents felt service learning was at least somewhat
important. 98% felt technology was at least somewhat important. 78% attributed
some importance to a Montessori approach. Only 7% specifically suggested a
back to basics approach and 17% specified a preference for hands on learning
(Survey Results, Appendix B).

Choosing an Instructional Model
A community meeting was held in November 2004 to discuss possible
instructional models for the new school. Ideas included multi-age classrooms,
standards based, and non-graded classrooms. The difficulty of choosing an
appropriate instructional model before knowing the needs of the student body
was discussed. Who would the new magnet school attract? Would the
prospective students have high needs to address because they had perhaps not
succeeded in more conventional models? W ouldn’t parents who seek out an
alternative school be looking for something different and what does that mean
regarding the choice of instructional model? (PCM, Nov’04). The results of the
community survey did not provide a clear direction. In lieu of a precise dictate
from the community, the principal used, as a starting source, a book titled Picky
Parent Guide: Choose Your Child’s School with Confidence (Hassel & Hassel,
2004) (F 1 ). The book outlined 7 key elements to look for in a school:
1 . safe, orderly environment
2 . strong instructional leadership
3 . high expectations
4. high behavior standards
5 . clear vision for guiding school activities
6 . monitoring progress and adjusting as needed
(Hassel & Hassel, 2004).

Since the creation of a magnet school arose out of the context of providing
a choice, it followed that a curriculum based on fam ily’s interests and choices
was appropriate. Choosing exploratory classes each quarter aligned with this
theme of choice. A follow up community meeting was held and again no specific
instructional model was chosen but the desire for a strong academic program
with high academic and behavior standards was clear as well as the desire for a
nurturing community (CIM, Nov’04).
Another community meeting was held to specifically discuss how the
school might meet the needs for home-schooled children in Fairbanks.

Parents

who might consider the school for part-time attendance preferred that the
students be constantly engaged; minimizing the downtime associated with larger
public school settings. They also valued purposeful interaction between younger
and older students, as well as the development of personal responsibility and
leadership especially among middle schoolers (HSM).
The conclusion, following the survey and this series of community
meetings, was that it seemed better to avoid a specific and inflexible instructional
model such as Back to Basics or Montessori. Given that the new school would
be Fairbanks first magnet school, its theme would have to hold widespread
appeal in order to draw enough families to it. Also, specific models usually
require both a financial and professional development commitment.

Instead, the

instructional model would in fact be about flexibility and choice. It was however
decided that multiage classrooms would be an integral part of the model. The

other essential element would be individualized instruction to meet all student’s
needs and interests. In addition, technology would be infused throughout the
curriculum in 3rd to 8th grade (F1). In the original public relation materials
developed in January of 2005, a cornerstone slogan evolved to describe the
school’s essence:
Choices
Challenges
Community

Literacy and Math Curriculum
The initial proposal/model did not include any specific references to which
curriculum would be used for math and literacy.

The principal felt that some

important decisions would necessarily be left for the staff and parent body to
decide (F1).
Additional monies were requested for curriculum materials associated with
the startup costs of the new magnet school and the necessity of acquiring middle
school materials as 7th and 8,h4q grade are added to the school (PCM, Sep’04).
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Classroom tastractioR at the Magnet Seto®'
and iel.es on a mode

1

^ p r e h e n s i o n , phonics, phonem ic

r l L T a ^ v ' o c a b n l a o c However,’in addition to the basics, each teacher
will bring richness and flavor in their unique personalities
choices o f supplemental resources.

F igure 8. Classroom Instruction at the M agnet School

Once the new staff was hired, they evaluated curriculum materials. They
chose Everyday Math as the school-wide math program, which had been used at
the school previously and therefore materials already existed for most
classrooms. The district’s newly adopted Trophies curriculum was chosen for
the language arts program.

New language arts materials were provided for all

schools in the district’s budget since it was an adoption year (See Figure 8 , page
74).
While the “core” block would focus on literacy and math instruction, areas
already tested and measured against state AYP standards, the need for high
quality science instruction was also recognized, particularly because science
would be added to the list of state accountable academic areas in 2007 (PCM,
Jun’04),

Exploratory Class Curriculum
Parents and community members were also provided with a graphic to
illustrate the potential exploration classes to be offered (Figure 4). Concerns
were brought up regarding whether a student could focus in only one strand i.e..
would essential curricular areas be neglected in that case? There was a
commitment to giving families as much say as possible, but likewise a concern
about meeting state standards in all academic areas (PCM, Jul’04). Exploration
course descriptions were finalized and aligned with the district’s science and
social studies curriculum (Appendix D). The ten essential science courses for
grades 4-8 were designed so that students complete all required objectives by

graduation if two essentia! science explorations a year are taken. The other
exploration strands included fine arts (dance, music and visual arts), physical
education, world languages, advanced and skill reinforcement courses.

Friday in Fairbanks
A significant element of the curriculum for the new school involved
learning experiences outside of the school walls. The need to provide teachers
with banked planning time they had earned during the week led to the idea for
what became known as Friday in Fairbanks. The goal was to have the entire
student body meaningfully engaged in activities around town each Friday
afternoon for three hours. These activities might include sports such as
swimming, skiing, curling, or bowling. Other ideas included educational fieldtrips,
independent study at the library, community service, and team building activities
such as ropes courses. Friday field experiences were planned to support both
the core curriculum and various exploration courses (PCM, Jun’04).

After School Program
A grant funded after school program was planned as an integral part of the
new Magnet School. Possible curricular overlaps included incentive plans for
middle school aged students such as Junior Achievement, work at a student run
cafe, and opportunities to mentor younger students in math, etc. (PCM, Jul’04).
Staffing
While the initial structure proposed was promising in its flexibility, it
presented staffing challenges such as qualifications and training for middle
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school teachers, union issues associated with the hiring process, contract time
flexibility, and the use of community experts to support exploration instruction.

Certified Teacher Qualifications
7 th and 8th grade teachers may come from the elementary or secondary
hiring pool. What requirements regarding highly qualified status would apply to
the middle grades? There would be a balancing act required in order to hire
teachers based on the needs and elective interests of students. Who would be
qualified to teach the variety of planned exploration classes?
Hiring teachers for the new school would require an intricate balancing act
in order to assure a wide variety of staff talent and interest sufficient to span the
electives chosen by the students. The plan was to offer an array of choices as
defined by the interests of students and families, not by what the staff was able to
or wanted to teach. This became especially challenging when the staff had to be
hired before the students had registered for their explorations.

It therefore

required hiring teachers who were willing and able to teach in a variety of
strands; K-8 generalists. The exception to this was the need for a few teachers
with unusual specialties such as Spanish, dance, special education, and science.
These specialists would be half time exploration only teachers (F1 ).
Early discussions recognized the special needs of the middle school
program that would now result from adding 7th and later 8th grade to the school.
These middle school teachers would likely come from the elementary hiring pool
it was thought (PCM, Jun’04). The planning committee expected that content

experts would be needed for the 7th/8th grade program. (PCM, Sep’04, Survey
results, Appendix B)
There was recognition that special training for teachers at these new
schools would likely be needed (PCM, Apr’04). Not only would middle school
teachers need to be prepared for the special issues associated with the social,
academic and emotional needs of adolescents, but there would also be a need
for professional development centered on the magnet theme and instructional
model. The nurse and counselor would also need training for the special issues
related to middle school. While this issue of staff development arose in
discussion, no specific plans for how to accomplish it were ever put in place
during the planning year.

Hiring Process
Early planning meetings included discussion about possible labor union
issues associated with the opening of magnet schools In the case of Barnette
Magnet School, additional issues related to union guidelines and involuntary
transfer arose because the old Barnette Elementary would essentially be closing
and a new school with a new vision and a new staff would reopen in the fall of
2005. Just as students could choose two out of three blocks to attend, teachers
would work two out of three strands. How could classified staff support electives
to reduce class size?
The staffing was planned to occur in February (see Figure 2 , page 46).
The September 2004 projections were for 14 full time equivalent staff members.

One of the reasons for choosing Barnette for the magnet conversion was the
possibility that 2/3 of the current staff would be retiring the following year (PCM,
Jul’04). This paved the way for selecting new staff that found their style and
philosophy to be aligned with those of the magnet school.
The early philosophical framework (see Figure 6, page 68) set the tone for
a great deal of site based management responsibility among the teaching staff.
Much thought went into which decisions could be left for the staff while still
outlining enough of the vision so that staff could choose whether the school was
something they wanted to be part of. The new staff would decide such things as
school policies, how to create parent partnerships and develop a handbook (F1 ).
The framework was presented to prospective staff in February and
openings were posted along with job descriptions.

A separate meeting for

current Barnette staff was also held in February prior to the district wide staff
informational meeting (see Figure 2 , page 46).

Community Input
The conversion of Barnette was controversial, particularly among the
current Barnette community at the time. At a September school board meeting,
the Fairbanks Education Association president addressed the board. He
wondered why an alternate site for the magnet school was not considered as a
location other than an existing school, which would cause a lot less disruption.
He had not identified an alternative site to be considered, but thought it was a

huge leap to empty Barnette, even if a magnet school was a good idea (SBM,
Sep’04).
A presentation was made to the current Barnette staff in August regarding
the Magnet school. The staff was invited to all planning meetings. Barnette staff
was represented at several of the meetings.
This was followed in October by a Barnette community meeting during
which several parents expressed concern about the changes planned for
Barnette.

A parent asked why teachers were told they had to reapply two weeks

into the school year. They complained of poor communication and questioned
the displacement of teachers. The school district administrator explained that
teachers needed to have the option to change schools due to the substantial
changes in store to both the format and structure of the school. He further
explained that the new job description might require specific skills unique to the
needs of the magnet school. He agreed that the teachers currently at the school
were “awesome”, but that not all of them want to stay and they need information
about how to make the change (CIM, 0 c t’04).
Job openings were posted in February and the new staff was hired by
May, 2005. Two teachers with elementary certification were hired to teach the
two 7th grade classrooms that would become 7th/8th multiage classrooms the
following year. Candidates were selected based on their ability to provide
excellent standards based instruction. The principal also evaluated their ability to
integrate technology, communicate with parents, teach a variety of explorations,
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take on some leadership role within the school, and whether their philosophy was
aligned with that of the magnet school (F1).

Schedules and Preparatory Time
The initial plan proposed that teachers would teach two out of three
blocks. It was expected that most teachers would teach one block of core, to
include three uninterrupted hours of literacy and math, and the other block of
explorations based on their strength and interest (PCM, Jun’04). The possibility
did exist to hire a specialist who would teach two blocks of explorations only and
their counterpart who would in turn teach two blocks of core. This was an
exciting possibility as it employed a full time specialist and had prep time
advantages for the traditional elementary teacher who could now repeat the
literacy and math lessons of the morning (F1).
As the plans for the new school unfolded however, it was decided to offer
explorations in the first and third block of the day and core in the middle only
(PCM, Jan’05). To offer core instruction during both blocks would have
presented a prep time dilemma for the teacher.

Who would cover their core

class when they had prep? It would also be difficult to configure classes in a
reasonable way if some students were assigned to core in the morning and some
in the afternoon. It would be a gamble for the numbers to add up just right
resulting in appropriate multi-age groupings (F1).
Instead, classroom teachers would teach the core block in the middle and
then either the morning or late afternoon exploration block. In order to have their

prep time, they would teach two out of three exploration classes leaving the third
hour of the exploration block as their prep with no disruption to their students
(F1).
One other option was to hire a half-time teacher for the core block and a
half-time counterpart for the exploration block. The advantage in this case would
be that the half time exploration teacher could teach all three classes and receive
their prep before and/or after the exploration time block (see Figure 9, page 84).
After receiving input during a teacher think-tank planning session and from
teachers once hired, there was a strong feeling that the core block should be
extended to four hours (TTTM). This was somewhat problematic regarding the
option to hire a half-time core teacher. With a now longer core block, such a
teacher’s hours actually calculated to more than half time, particularly when
adding in their needed prep time. There was no easy way around this without
disrupting consistency for the students. Half time core teachers, in order to
spend the entire core time with their class, would cost more than a half-time
salary (F1 ).
In addition, specialists such as PE and music teachers, who are usually
full time at other elementary schools, could be hired half time, for one exploration
block only. ’’Through creative use of resources, a reduction of a certified or
perhaps two could result in a “fund” to employ specialized teachers in music,
dance, art, technology, community resources such as engineers, scientists and
local authors.” (PCM, Jun’04).

The challenge here was that a specialist could teach only first or third
block even if they were full-time since teaching both would result in a split shift.
This would limit the choices for students, as some explorations would only be
available at one or the other time block. If orchestra was offered in the morning
for example, and a student chose the afternoon block, they could not take
orchestra (F1).

Non-Certified Exploration Support
While the survey trends indicated that certified teachers should teach core
courses (Survey Results, Appendix B), early plans began to explore the idea of
non-certified employees assisting with instruction during explorations under the
direction of a certified teacher (PCM, Jun’04). For example, a non-certified staff
person might peel off a small group of students to work on stitchery or
multicultural craft projects for a quarter. This plan enabled the student: adult ratio
during exploration classes to be ideal for hands on, project based approach.
Another idea to keep exploration class size small involved bringing in
community guests as teachers as well as artists through a federal artist in the
schools grant. Again, these guest instructors would peel off small groups of
students and work under the advisement of a certified teacher (PCM, Jun’04).
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Figure 9. Staffing at the Magnet School

Summer Committee Meetings
All of the certified teachers were hired by the beginning of May. Two inservice days were set aside at the end of the school year during which the new
staff met to refine the philosophical framework and any remaining unresolved
scheduling issues.
Teachers signed up to work on a variety of committees over the summer
that would problem solve issues such as how to create the desired school climate
and Friday in Fairbanks logistics (F1).

Chapter 5 Analysis:
How the Magnet School Plan Aligns with Best Practice
The purpose of this chapter is to determine how closely the final plan for
the Barnette Magnet School, that was put into place as the school opened in the
fall of 2004, was aligned with the research into what is best educational practice
for middle school students. To be consistent with the organization of other
chapters, the analysis will be organized into the three subtopics of organizational
structure, curriculum and staffing.
Organizational Structure
The literature review regarding best practice with respect to organizational
structure outlined several elements of structure that an effective middle school
should have in place. Among them were departmentalization, teaming, block
scheduling and an advisor or homeroom period. While the availability of
exploratory classes is primarily a curriculum issue, it is necessary to set up a
scheduling structure that makes it feasible. The creation of a culture where
family and community partnerships are fostered and one that supports
meaningful relationships also relies on an organizational structure that supports
that culture.

Overview of Magnet School Strengths and Weaknesses
Among those characteristics of an effective middle school infrastructure
mentioned above, some are easily achieved within a K-8 structure. Block
scheduling, the practice of providing for large blocks of uninterrupted time

devoted to only one or two subjects with the possibility for special projects,
comes naturally to an elementary school environment where self -contained
classrooms are the norm. Because there are usually only a small number of
teachers in a K-8 school teaching the middle grades, manipulating class times
among themselves in order to accommodate special projects or student
academic needs, does not create disruptive ripple effects on the rest of the day’s
schedule.
Because there are fewer middle grades teachers in a K-8 school, the
schools have a smaller student population, and students have often already
spent years at the school, it is easier for students to establish and maintain
meaningful relationships both with peers and with teachers at the school. Such
an environment is conducive to strong family and community partnerships and to
the feeling among students that they have adult advocates in the building.
Advisor/advisee periods, sometimes referred to as homeroom, are natural to a K8 environment where the schedule can easily be manipulated to accommodate
the need to formalize these advocacy relationships.
Barnette Magnet School did not schedule a time of day as an advisor
period, but students were assigned to a homeroom teacher, which did meet
some of this need for one central point of contact. The Peace Room also served
this need for a place to go when needing support (see Figure 10, page 88).
Barnette opened with only 2 classes of 7th graders. It is recommended that the
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advisor period be with a smaller number of students than a typical classroom size
and in that sense perhaps Barnett’s plan fell short. Class sizes were smaller than
many traditional schools at 20 students, but still larger than the recommended
advisory period class size of 10-15 students. It can be argued however that in
the small familiar environment of a K-8 school, formally defining an advisor period
is not necessary as it is in a larger school where students are shuffled about and
could much more easily slip between the cracks.
While block scheduling and meaningful advocacy relationships may come
naturally in a K-8 setting, other aspects of an effective structural framework such
as departmentalization, teaming and the availability of exploratory classes are not
so easily achieved in a small school.

Departmentalization
It is recommended that by the time students reach the middle grades, they
receive specialized instruction in math, literacy, science, social studies, physical
education, and the arts because they are ready for more sophisticated content
instruction. This is a major challenge for most K-8 schools where there are fewer
teachers in the middle grades and they are often elementary school generalists.
Barnette’s plan was to have two middle grade core teachers the first year,
one with a strength in middle school math and one with a particular strength in
middle grades language arts.

This allowed students to see both teachers each

day for specialized instruction in language arts and math appropriate to their
academic needs. They received further specialized instruction in other academic

areas by attending three exploration classes a day each taught by a teacher with
strength and/or interest in that area. A half-time highly qualified science
exploration specialist was hired to assure that science instruction would be
appropriately rigorous.
By offering exploration classes to all students in the building, not just the
middle grades, the strengths of all teachers in the building were utilized, thereby
overcoming the challenge that K-8 schools typically have in providing enough
specialized teachers to the middle grade students. A typical K-8 school is only
able to employ the resource teachers that are part of the staff in most elementary
schools such as a music, physical education, band and orchestra teacher.
Barnette, by using all the teachers in the building, and by hiring half-time
exploration specialists, was able to offer a much wider variety of specialized
classes even within a small school.

Teaming
Teaming is defined as two to four teachers sharing the same group of
students and a common planning period for the purpose of integrating subjects
through interdisciplinary units. Barnette’s two middle grades teachers shared a
common planning period and were therefore able to integrate units between
themselves; however, because their instruction was limited to math and literacy,
interdisciplinary units were limited. For example, it was not feasible to plan units
that integrated historical fiction linked to studies in a history class or that
coordinated non-fiction science literature with the study of research skills in the

language arts class. This was impossible because the middle grades students
were registered for a variety of science, history, and other exploration courses.
Very few students shared the same topics of study and there were too many
different teachers working with the students in the other content areas to share a
common planning time. The decision to “separate” out the core subjects in the
Barnette model, while allowing for interest based, hands on explorations, did
preclude the possibility of thematic integrated units. It was hoped that the
disadvantages associated with the lack of coordination between core and the
exploration teachers would be outweighed by the advantages of being a small
school with a smaller overall number of teachers than a typical middle school.

Exploratory Experiences
Exploratory experiences are probably the most difficult element of middle
level education to provide within the structure of the typical K-8 school. Many K-8
schools are limited to exploratory experiences that are provided either by the
music and PE teacher already on staff at the elementary school or through after
school enrichment opportunities. It is therefore difficult in most K-8 models to
offer classes in foreign language or art for example. Barnette, through its block
scheduling structure, and by including the entire school in the exploration
classes, was able to overcome this challenge. In fact, the Barnette model offered
middle grades students a much greater variety of exploration choices than even a
large middle school would be able to offer.

The option for competitive, or even intramural sports, is difficult to provide
in a K-8 school. Barnette was able to offer basketball, for example, only through
the after school program, and even then, the team included younger students
making it difficult to compete against other district schools that either had only
elementary or middle grade students comprising their team.
Curriculum
The review of literature regarding best practice with respect to curriculum
outlined several elements of curriculum that an effective middle school should
have in place. Among them were that it be relevant, rigorous, integrative and
exploratory. Of these four characteristics, typically in K-8 schools the most
challenging to establish are that the curriculum be rigorous enough and
exploratory. Also challenging for K-8 schools is offering an array of extra
curricular opportunities and having appropriate physical facilities to support
middle grades curriculum such as adequate gymnasiums, and science lab
equipment. These typically challenging aspects will be covered in this section
even though Barnette’s challenges were in some cases different than those of
other K-8 schools.

Overview of Magnet School Strengths and Weaknesses
Among the four characteristics listed above, making the curriculum
relevant to the lives of adolescents and integrating several subjects into themes
are typically easier to accomplish in a K-8 model. Of these two, only the first
came easily with the Barnette plan. As the other K-8 schools studied, Barnette

was able to plan curriculum that was relevant. During the core block, this was
accomplished by choosing Connected Math, math curriculum materials that had
an emphasis on real world application, and by incorporating literature that was
geared to the interests and issues of adolescents and that incorporated the
discussion of social issues. Essential to the success of the chosen curriculum
was the expertise of the teacher and her ability to let the students take part in
decision making and planning. Friday in Fairbanks offered curricular
opportunities in the area of service learning and leadership.
In the Barnette plan, the integrative quality of curriculum described above
was more difficult to achieve than in many other K-8 schools because the day
was segregated into separate blocks for core and the other content areas.
Assuring that the curriculum is sufficiently rigorous, such as the availability of
high school credit for advanced math courses, is a challenge for most K-8
schools as is the availability of a wide variety of exploratory experiences. While
other schools struggle with rigorous and exploratory curriculum, Barnette’s model
was able to accomplish both. Like the other emerging schools that struggle with
adequate facilities to support curriculum and extra-curricular opportunities,
Barnette too had to put plans into place in order to deal with this challenge.

Exploratory Curriculum
It is difficult for most K-8 models to provide opportunities for students to
explore topics of interest and to be exposed to many enriching academic
experiences. The research suggests that early adolescence is an ideal time to

benefit from this type of exposure and yet the limited middle grades staff at a
typical K-8 school makes this nearly impossible. Exploratory offerings were the
foundation of Barnette’s structure. By offering explorations to all students in
grades 1-8, and by therefore involving the entire multi-talented staff, Barnette
was able to overcome the obstacle that other small schools experience. In fact,
middle grade students at Barnette had more exploration choices than students in
most large middle schools. This was possible because science and history
classes that are part of the core program at most schools, are an exploration
choice at Barnette. It is recommended that students take two of the ten essential
history and two of the ten essential science explorations each year. There are a
total of twelve explorations in a school year so after taking two history and two
science classes, there are eight other choices remaining. The exploration strands
make it possible to choose either an introduction to a foreign language or a
yearlong course in Spanish. Other strands include dance, visual art, technology,
including robotics, physical education, or music which includes band and
orchestra. Additionally, students requiring remedial assistance or advanced
course work are able to meet those needs during the exploration block. A
shortcoming is that fewer choices are available to a student who takes yearlong
Spanish, or band/orchestra, which are also yearlong courses.

Rigor and Challenge
Challenging, rigorous curriculum is a concern in many K-8 schools. It is
important that students are held to high enough expectations and that

assignments differ significantly enough from the elementary grades so that
middle grade students are fully prepared for high school. For some of the K-8
schools around the country, this is difficult to accomplish because many of the
teachers at the school are elementary certified. The principal of Barnette had the
ability to hire middle grades teachers with the interest and skills necessary to
offer rigorous curriculum.

The middle grade math teacher could offer algebra to

advanced students either as an exploration or during the core block. Students
with needs for either advanced or remedial coursework could have those needs
met during the exploration time block by choosing exploration classes
appropriate to their needs.

Extra-curricular Opportunities
For the same reasons that it is difficult for most K-8 schools to offer a
variety of exploratory courses, it is also a challenge to offer a variety of extra
curricular opportunities. Barnette was fortunate to be included in a federal after
school program grant that provides a tutoring and enrichment program after
school. The program is free to students who qualify because of sufficient
financial need and is available to others for a fee. The after school program
offered sports during the first year as well as other enrichment activities such as
an after school newspaper and outdoor education.
During the first year, there were no after school clubs offered apart from
those available through the federal grant after school program. This was in part
due to the fact that school for some students did not end until 4:00 or even 5:00.

Also, the staff was busy adjusting to a new school and developing curriculum for
the exploration classes.

Facilities and Equipment to Support Curriculum
Equipment ranging from large enough chairs to well equipped scientific
laboratories must be considered when an elementary school converts to include
the middle grades. Common shortfalls in addition to the latter are inadequate
gymnasiums, insufficient technology and lack of adolescent literature in the
school library.

Fortunately, the Barnette planning committee was able to foresee

many of these issues and due to support from the school district, money was
budgeted to allay some of these anticipated concerns. Books were ordered for
the library. A science room was made available to the newly hired science
specialist, who was paid for additional set up time during the summer and given a
budget to buy more sophisticated supplies and equipment. New, larger furniture
was ordered. There were some exploration classrooms in the primary grade
wing that did not have the larger furniture, but many of the classrooms were
adequately prepared for the adolescents. Some newer, upgraded technology
was ordered and plans were in place to later add more as funds became
available. Robotics equipment and other supplies uniquely required for specific
explorations were obtained. No changes were made to the gymnasium.
Barnette, being the oldest unrenovated school in the district, was likely to be
approved for significant building upgrades in the near future. In addition, lockers
were installed in the middle school wing of the 2nd floor.

It was extremely

fortunate that the school district understood the necessity of making some
additions to the equipment and supplies on hand prior to the inclusion of middle
school students at Barnette.
Staff
Some of the most difficult hurdles for K-8 schools around the nation have
been related to staff preparedness, teacher attitudes towards the unique
characteristics and needs of adolescents and continued staff development for not
only teachers, but nurses, counselors and principals as well.

Overview of Magnet School Strengths and Weaknesses
The K-8 schools that struggle the most with staff preparedness issues are
those that convert to K-8 schools from what were previously elementary schools
without the advantage of being able to hire teachers specifically for the newly
added middle grade classrooms. The Barnette principal had the advantage of
being able to interview and select the middle grade staff for the core block of
literacy and math instruction. The principal was able to evaluate candidates
based on their interest in working with middle grade students as well as their
academic strength in the particular content areas of math and literacy.

Staff Preparedness for Middle School
None of the teachers hired to teach at Barnette held middle grade
certificates. Both of the middle grade teachers hired for the core block were
certified as elementary generalists and all of their previous teaching experience

was in elementary schools. They did however have academic strengths in
several content areas as well as an interest in working with adolescents.

Teaching Style
There were several candidates who expressed an interest in working with
the middle grades. This was fortunate because, in other school districts, the
biggest hurdle is finding enough teachers who are willing to work with
adolescents who have gained a reputation as a difficult age to work with.
Teachers who tend to succeed with this age group have a democratic style and a
collaborative relationship with the students allowing them some choice and input
about how their learning will proceed. It’s beneficial if the teachers act as
mentors or advisors for the students and are able to communicate this role of
advocacy to the students. Barnette’s middle grades teachers were chosen
because of not only their academic strength in a content area, but because of
their genuine appreciation for the age group and their particular teaching style
and way of relating to adolescents. They are the kind of people that can
simultaneously hold high behavior and academic expectations for students while
also making it known to the students that they appreciate them and care.

Staff Development
No staff development in the area of middle grade education was planned
prior to the opening of the new school, nor was any planned during the school
year. The entire staff did spend quite a bit of staff development time preparing
for the opening of the new school; coming together on a philosophical basis for

the way discipline would be handled and how students and staff would treat each
other school-wide. The staff agreed to embrace the Responsive Classroom
approach to K-8 education promoted by the Northeast Foundation for Children as
a school-wide effort.

It is a classroom management philosophy that is based on

a vision of respectful, friendly, academically rigorous classrooms (Charney,
2002). Book discussion groups, based on books related to the Responsive
Classroom approach, met during the summer. Training also occurred in the new
literacy program that had just been adopted by the school district.
Neither the nurse, counselor nor principal received any specific training in
middle school issues. Because there was so much needed in the way of coming
together as a new staff in a new school, staff development efforts were directed
at school-wide programs and planning. There was consequently no specific
training in the area of middle grades pedagogy.
Conclusion
Overall, many of the problems experienced in K-8 schools around the
country were avoided by the school district because of careful planning during
the year preceding the opening of Barnette Magnet School. The reasons for
creating a K-8 school include increased academic performance, better self
esteem, better attendance and behavior. These positive results were obtained
because of fewer transitions, relationship building with students, teachers, family
and community members in a small school environment. Barnette succeeded in
creating a plan that would accomplish these positive results while avoiding some

of the pitfalls common to K-8 schools around the country by the creation of
unique and innovative structure that allows for exploratory curriculum school-wide
and dynamic interaction between the school and the local community. Although
the year of research and planning resulted in a successful start, some of the
remaining shortcomings continue to be addressed now during the second year of
operation. The next chapter discusses the challenges encountered during the
first year, whether they were overcome and recommendations for further
improvements of the middle grades program at Barnette K-8 Magnet School.

Chapter 6

Future Considerations and Recommendations

At this time, Barnette Magnet School is in its second year of operation.
Last year’s first class of seventh graders stayed on and now the school is serving
seventh as well as eighth graders. A small number of the middle school age
students chose to attend their neighborhood middle school. Many students
joined Barnette from other district schools or from private and home school
situations to participate specifically in the middle school program at Barnette
during its second year and there are currently three 7th /8th grade multiage
classes.
Teaming
Teaming during year one was possible only between the two 7th grade
core teachers. It was impossible to coordinate curriculum with the exploration
teachers from other content areas because the 7th graders were all taking
different courses with a variety of instructors making common team planning and
interdisciplinary units impractical. During year two, this scenario improved
somewhat with the addition of middle school specific science and history
explorations taught by only a small number of teachers who are highly qualified
to teach the middle grade content areas.
Classes were added that were designed only for the middle grades and
consequently many of the middle grade students registered for those special
classes in order to complete them before graduating from Barnette. In addition to
these added middle grade classes, there was also an effort made to create

middle school sections of the other exploration classes offered in history and
science. For example, although one of the essential ten history classes,
Westward Ho, is available to any student in 4th to 8th grade, students who chose
to register for that class were grouped into a section with their age level peers.
The sections that are populated with the older students are assigned to a teacher
who is comfortable with and qualified to teach the upper level students. These
specially designed classes focus on the curriculum objectives that are specific to
the middle grades and are intended to be significantly more rigorous than the
other science and history exploration classes.
It is now more possible for the three middle grade core teachers to meet
and coordinate curriculum with the middle grade science teacher and with the
small number of middle grade history teachers.
During year one, advanced math students were able to receive high
school credit for Algebra I offered at Barnette. During year two, advanced 8th
grade students are able to walk over to the adjacent high school to take
Geometry. The students love having this opportunity. It provides a nice
preparatory experience for the students and presents the possibility for initiating
some vertical teaming between the Barnette middle grade teachers and the high
school teachers.
Staff Development Aimed at Middle Grades
It is increasingly being recognized that many adults, in addition to the
three middle grade core teachers, work with the middle grade students in the

building. The need for some professional development regarding the middle
school age children in the building is necessary for all adults in the building;
teachers, nurse, counselor, and principal.
It is increased tardies, unexcused absences and behavior incidents among
the middle school age students that have prompted immediate attention to the
necessity of addressing middle school issues at the school.
Advisor/Advisee or Homeroom Program
During year one there was not a formal advisor/advisee period; however
the total number of 7th graders was small and departmentalization occurred only
between the two core teachers of 7th grade. The students therefore spent a large
amount of time with their homeroom teacher. In addition, the 7th graders had
contact with other adults through their exploration classes, which had a smaller
number of students, and many of the 7th graders found advocacy there. Others
became involved with programs such as one that was implemented by the school
counselor in which a group of middle school age students met each Friday to do
community service in lieu of the Friday activities scheduled for their class. Eating
lunch with the school counselor also was and continues to be a popular activity.
During year two, it has become an even greater challenge for students to
bond with a significant adult. A third teacher was added to the core block and
there are now three multiage 7th/ 8th grade classes. Students rotate among the
three teachers for math, reading and writing. While the research does support
departmentalization, it is also recommends limiting the number of transitions that

a middle school student has in one day. Too many transitions in one day
negates some of the positive reasons for having a K-8 school and results in a
daily experience that is more akin to the traditional junior high in which students
attend six different classes in one day often with 6 different teachers. Some of
these concerns are addressed by the addition of Power Hour during the second
year.
During year two, the schedule was modified to include what has come to
be termed Power Hour, in order to accommodate start time flexibility. Since
some students would begin core time at 8:00 and some at 9:00, there needed to
be an hour of core, dedicated to skill review that was repeatable. Students
starting at 9:00 would participate in Power Hour at the end of the school day
rather than the first hour. Power Hour in many ways serves the purpose of a
traditional homeroom or advisor/advisee period. The schedule will likely change
again during year three and Power Hour will no longer be included because very
few students opted for the later start and because it was difficult to offer an
equitable and meaningful hour later in the day by someone other than the
homeroom teacher. It is probable that all students will have the same start time
during the third year, perhaps compromising with an 8:30 start time for all. Once
again, another alternative to the homeroom period may need to be sought.
Students are finding ways to connect with adult advocates, but it is likely in
year 2, with the addition of 8th grade and a consequently larger middle grade
population, that some are falling between the cracks with regard to advocacy. It

is worth considering the institution of a formal advisor/advisee program. Perhaps
this could happen through the 8th grade transition program and/or health class.
Eighth Grade Transition
During the planning year, the committee anticipated the need to prepare
8th graders for the dramatic transition to high school, especially after staying in a
K-8 school for the middle school years. During year two, the first transition class
will occur. Administrators and teachers are currently preparing the curriculum for
the course to be titled “Transitions” which will be taught during Power Hour. The
primary goal of the class is to provide a preparatory bridge to high school through
activities such as planning out the schedule of courses to be taken in high school,
observations in the high school, and perhaps an individual project similar to the
one undertaken by students who attend IB (international baccalaureate)
accredited schools. It might also include a service learning component and/or a
job shadowing experience. Graduation plans are also underway in order to make
the experience personal and meaningful and hopefully the beginning of a school
tradition.
Health Curriculum
Also during the second year, it became necessary to add a required health
class to the curriculum for 8th graders. It may serve the purpose of providing
formal discussions about social peer pressure and other adolescent issues that
are frequently a part of the curriculum used during advisor/advisee periods in
larger middle schools.

During such classes, a smaller numbers of students meet

to discuss topics of relevance to their lives.

It is being offered during Power

Hour for one quarter to a small number of eighth graders, i.e. 15 or less, which is
ideal for a class of this nature.
Leadership Development
The need for more leadership opportunity within the school and
community has become recognized. It is not clear yet how the leadership
opportunities within the school will be expanded. Student Council is one way this
can occur. There was a student council organized during the first year and it will
start up again during the second year. The positions of president and vice
president will be designated for middle school students.
A weekly buddy reading program was instituted during the second year,
which is going extremely well. The older students enjoy it as well as the younger
ones.

The presence of older students in the building has not appeared to have

influenced parents away from putting their younger students in the school. In fact,
many parents purposely put their child in Barnette with the anticipation of having
their child attend through the eighth grade.
Extra Curricular Program Expands
During year two, extra curricular offerings expanded beyond the scope of
the after school program. Now an Academic Decathlon/ Geography Bee club in
addition to a Mathcounts Club are available free of charge to any upper grade
students that are interested and willing to stay after school. Other clubs are being

planned at the request of the students who are most adamant about the inclusion
of a sports program.
During the first year the after school basketball team was able to play
against other elementary school teams, but 7th grade students were on the
Barnette team giving them an unfair advantage. With the addition of 8th graders
during year two, it would have been necessary to play against other middle
school teams. The cost of establishing a competitive middle school team is
prohibitive. The possibility of an intramural or club approach to sports is being
looked at. This is especially important because many of the 7lh and 8th graders
feel their exploration schedule is filled with requirements and they are left with
little time in their day for the optional subjects they are interested in. This
complaint from both parents and students, regarding crowded schedules, is
another reason that health and transitions are being offered during the Power
Hour time.
During the first year, a meeting was held with the 7th graders at the school
during which they expressed some of their ideas for improving the middle grades
program at Barnette. They requested that the school organize social events for
them such as an after school open gym with options for movies, games, etc.
They wanted bigger lockers, and a tall enough climbing wall to accommodate
them in the gym.
They wanted some exploration classes, particularly sports, to be designed
for their age group and to avoid classes with large age spans such as 1st thru 7th.

They expressed that it was difficult to play “as hard as they want” while watching
out for the younger students. They also wanted a greater variety of sports teams.
They hoped for more options at lunch, such as ice cream for sale, in addition to
the special salads and sub option for 7th and 8th graders now provided. They
were interested in being able to sit together in the gym for lunch or to decorate a
7th 8th grade “nook” in the area outside their rooms to eat and spend time in.
They also wanted student ID cards, longer passing periods, different music
during the passing periods and a class trip for only their age group. Some of
them complained of having to “watch over the little kids at the Friday assemblies,”
...’’because they don’t listen to us.” Finally, they wondered if they could gather in
a room designated for them in the morning instead of in the gym with the rest of
the younger students. Many of these suggestions are possible to achieve.
Recommendations
To summarize, the recommendations for an improved middle grade
program at Barnette Magnet School are:
1. Arrange purposeful staff development, specific to middle grades
pedagogy, for the entire staff.
2. Implement team-planning meetings with 7th/8th core teachers and
middle school science and history teachers.
3. Consider a smaller homeroom/ advisor class period that is
designated for that purpose.

4. Plan a schedule for 7th/8th students that results in fewer transitions /
teachers in each day.
5. Continue to develop 8th grade transition and health class.
6. Involve the entire staff and student body in the plans for an eighth
grade graduation ceremony that can become a valuable,
meaningful tradition at the school.
7. Increase leadership training and opportunities as well as decision
making roles for the 7th and 8th grade students at the school.
8. Expand the extra-curricular opportunities for middle school
students, with particular regard to the inclusion of a team sports
program.
9. Continue to provide periodic opportunities to receive feedback from
the students in order to hear and work together, students and
adults, toward achieving the changes they request.
Possibilities for Future Research
Future studies might include a closer look at what parents and students
want from a K-8 middle school program. It would be worth examining why
students leave Barnette before the middle school years or why they abandon the
program midway through the middle school years.
It may also be worthwhile to further explore other K-8 models that
successfully implement middle school programs without implementing schoolwide explorations or to investigate specific elements of the middle school
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program within a K-8 setting such as how to increase student leadership, school
involvement and positive attitude toward the school.
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08/05/04
Magnet School Planning Survey

In response to the community’s desire for public school choice, the district is in the preliminary planning stage for a
magnet school. This school would be open to all students in the district and would provide flexibility in scheduling and in
its approach to K-8 education.
W e are considering a 300 student magnet school for grades K-8 located at Barnette Elementary School. The school day
w ill be made up of three, three-hour sessions. Students would sign up for two of the three sessions, attending school
either from 7:30-2:30 or from 11:30-6:30, with before and after activities offered. Or, a student could attend part-time,
going for just academic or enrichment classes.
Math, reading, writing and other core subjects w ill be taught during a student’s academic time. Enrichment time would
offer art, music, literature, technology, etc., with the teacher assisted by a community expert or specialist. The school is
designed for all students--those who struggle with learning and need more time and help, those who are right where they
are expected to be according to grade-level standards and expectations, and those who are moving ahead faster than
others.
Your feedback is important and we thank you for taking a moment to complete this survey. Please return the completed
survey:
•

Mail or deliver to Magnet School Survey, Fairbanks North Star Borough School District,
520 5th Avenue, Fairbanks, Alaska, 99701, or
Place in any of the survey collection envelopes at various businesses around town.

For more information, contact:
Special Projects Executive Assistant

To Start...

Do you currently have any students enrolled in grades K-8 in the public schools now?

□

Yes

□ No

Do you have preschool aged children?

□

Y es

□

No

Do you home school your child(ren)?

□

Yes

□

No

If you do not home school, have you ever considered placing your child(ren) in private school or
home schooling your children)?

□

Yes

□

No

Are expanded school choices like magnet schools a good idea?

□

Yes

□ No

I I Maybe (.Please explain)__________________________________________________________

Strongly Prefer

Som ew hat
Prefer

School Day. The new magnet school has students in session the same amount of time as other
Foreach of the f ' "
'/4Il0UrS PE^ day' But how those llours are arranged can be different.
For each of the following choices, which would you prefer for your child?

Do Not Prefer
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a) A school day with the option for my child to attend either the “early school” (7:30am - 2'30pm)
or the “later school” (11:3 0am -6:3 0 p m ).
^.Jupm j
b) A year-round schedule with 3 to 4 w eek breaks every quarter for m y child
C) ! t yrtChf
4^0pm )°

^

Scho° ‘ day w,th hours Just like ^ e i y other school in the district (elementary
1SSeS at 3:3°Pm; ™ ddle school starts at 9:30 am and dismisses at

d) No matter what the school day is, m y child needs a before or after school program

-------

e) M y school-aged child is not currently enrolled in a public school, but would like the option to
attend just the academic classes (not the enrichment classes).
f)

M y school-aged child is not currently enrolled in a public school, but would like the option to
attend just the enrichment classes (not the academic classes).

g) Are there other school day schedules that we should consider that would better fit your child’s schedule?

ofr ^
n‘ : : d E t r r ; ** additi0ni ? a Str0ng academic program, enrichment and exploration are a key part
of the new magnet school. Below are possible enrichment and exploration options for the magnet school Circle the
three you think are most important for your child:

a) History and Geography
b) Performing Arts, like dance, drama and music
c) Visual Arts, like painting and drawing
d) World languages, like Spanish and Russian
e)

Science/Math/Technology

0 S

S

Z

S

wh0

“ d” “ a“ ,nd pr“ “ " ' or for °hil<tan w|» “ ",d

Other areas for enrichment and exploration you would suggest:

me
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i)

Other features you would suggest (such as “hands-on” learning, a “back-to-basics” approach, etc):

5) M iddle School Questions This school w ill serve both elementary and middle school students. W hat are your

thoughts or concerns about the middle school part o f the magnet school, such as competitive sports teams, the rotating
schedule, school socials, band and orchestra, 7th and 8"' graders combined for lunch, etc.?
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Your tu rn ! Please tell us what you think .,
a) Would you consider sending your child to this type of magnet school? □ Yes
| | M aybe ( Please explain)

d)

□

No

---------------------------------------------------------------

Want to be kept informed? Provide contact information below and w e’ll give you updates on the planning progress of
the magnet school.

M ailing address:

E-mail address:

For more information contact:
Special Projects Executive Assistant

APPENDIX B
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Magnet Schooi Pianning Survey Results as of 9/9/04
103 R esponses

- (respondents didn't always answer every question)
Y es

NO

D o y o u c u rr e n tly h a v e c h iid rc n e n ro lle d at B a rn e tte E le m e n tary ?

22

D o y o u c u rre n tly h a v e a n y stu d e n ts e n ro lle d in g r a d e s K -8 in th e p u b lic sc h o o ls n o w ?

44

32

D o y o u h a v e p re sc h o o l a g e d c h ild r e n ?

22

68

D o y o u hom e sch o o l y o u r c h ild (r e n )?

6

86

61

26

68

8

I f y o u d o n ot h o m e sc h o o l, h a v e y o u e v e r c o n sid e re d p la c in g y o u r c h iid (r e n ) in p r iv a te sc h o o l o r h o m e s c h o o lin g y o u r
c h ild f r e n ) ?
A r e e x p a n d e d school c h o ic e s lik e m a g n e t s c h o o ls a go o d id e a ?
.

.

# 96

..

.

?

•

'

■-

-

.

-

'

•

■

*

.

■

M ayb e

14

Unsure of what it is

#15

I’m not sure. It m ight be good. 1 don’t lik e the times.

#17

Don't understand all that a m agnet school program w ould offer.

#18

Thev are wonderful learn ing program s for children. E specially when the alternative for a lot o f children is d aycare, which m ost children do not like.

#59

I do not have a problem w ith the system in place now.

#94

Little kids should not be around b igger kids who do bad things. ONLY FILLED OUT THE 1st PAGE.

#14

More choices are alw ays n ic e if they truly serve children with different learning styles. It’s not a good id ea if it is really m eant for the GT kids p rim arily.

#75

Question the pianning o f such a program due to current budgetary constraints of the school district.

#78

Gives parents better options for their children

#74

I know of m any fam ilies who home school because they are unhappy with the school d istrict & its policies. W h ile this idea is ex c itin g -it looks lik e a fancy
new label on the sam e product.

#55

I’m concerned about the scenario o f the “haves & the have nots”

#44

It m ay be better to upgrade the old schools and m ake them larger.

#41

What happens to the kids w hose home school becomes a m agnet school, but their parents don’t lik e the m agn et approach? T hey becom e d isplaced ?

#35

If the school only holds 3 00 it w ill not be offered to all students. It w ill be selected students only. NOT F A IR !! Ju st lik e are other schools that p ick &
choose only the “B est.” N ot n ecessarily the ones that need it M O ST!

#31

M y child goes to private school for the before and after school care programs, which m ak e it safe for a w orking parent to know the ch ild is in one pla c e o f
learning for the whole day.

#27

How would the school ensure a good diverse cross representation o f students in the district? How w ould slots be filled?

#25

As long as they are funded ad equ ately & truly m eet students’ needs regardless of students’ acad em ic sk ills.

#24

Kids are not one size fits a ll, so its wonderful to have schools for those kids who m ight not fit w ell into the typ ical public school.

#89

Not having to experience the world of schools yet— I would need to do more researcli— see statistics, talk to som e one involved in im plem enting this
program and have access to schools in which this idea is utilized.

#90

Fit w orking parent schedules

#91

If transportation is provided from one school to another esp ecially for after school enrichm ent.

#83

I don’ t know enough about them.

#85

More variety to better fit an individual, more v ariety o f w ays to learn where they are a c tiv e ly involved in their assignm ent outcome.

#51

I like the idea of this type o f school (DID NOT FILL O UT S U R V E Y ...& KIDS DON’ T ATTEND P U BL IC SCHOOLS NOW)

#68

It would depend on the curriculum vou use to accom m odate the learning styles of m y children

#8

I really hate to see another “alternative” school in the district. W e need to spend more tim e & en erg y on the “ traditional" schools and assisting those
students. ONLY FILLED O U T THE 1st PAGE.

#10

It will create ju st as m any inconveniences as it w ill alle v iate and w ill cost more. ONLY FILLED O UT 1st PAGE.

#62

Yes, giving more choices to parents m akes public schools better. W e currently have our 3 school-age (K -6) children in a private school, but we would
consider enrolling in a p u blic school if the school w as right for our children.

#64

1 am not fam iliar with the results o f other districts.

#88

If services provided are ac tu a lly designed to m eet kids real needs.
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a)
b)
c)

A sc h o o l day with the o p tio n fo r m y c h ild to a tte n d e ith e r the “ early s c h o o l” (7 :3 0 am - 2 :3 0 p m ) o r th e “ late r s c h o o l”
( 1 1 :3 0 a m -6 :3 0 p m ).
A vcar-ro u n d schedule w ith 3 to 4 w e e k b rea k s e v e rv a u a rte r for m v child.
M y child needs a school d a y w ith h o u rs j u s t lik e e v e ry o th er sch o o l in the d istric t (ele m e n ta ry s ta rts a b o u t 8 :3 0 am and
d ism isse s at 3:30pm ; m id d le sc h o o l s ta r ts at 9 :3 0 am and d ism isses at 4 :0 0 p m ).

e)

N o m atter w hat the sc h o o l d a y is, m y c h ild n e e d s a befo re or after sch o o l pro g ram .
M y school-aged child is n o t c u rre n tly e n ro lle d in a p u b lic sch o o l, bu t w o u ld lik e th e op tio n to a tte n d j u s t th e a c a d e m ic

0

M y sch o o l-ag ed child is n o t c u rre n tly e n ro lle d in a p u b lic school, b u t w o u ld lik e th e option to a tte n d j u s t th e e n ric h m e n t

d)

12

22

35

35

13

31

26

18

22

19

18

30

IS

12

6

20

11

4

P re fe r

S tro n g ly

at P re fe r

fo r y o u r child?

Som ew h

Do N o t
P re fe r

1) S c h o o l D a y : T he new m a g n e t sc h o o l h a s s tu d e n ts in sessio n the sam e am o u n t o f tim e as o th er s c h o o ls in th e d istric t - 6 Vi
h o u rs p e r day. B ut how th o se h o u rs a re a rra n g e d can b e different. F o r each o f th e fo llo w in g ch o ic e s, w h ic h w o u ld y o u p re fe r

cla sse s (n o t the en rich m en t c la sse s).
c lasses (n o t the academ ic c la s s e s).

g)
#92
#75
#73
#74
#34
#31
#83
#62
#87

A re there oth er school d ay s c h e d u le s th a t w e sh o u ld co n sid er th at w o u ld b e tte r fit y o u r c h ild 's sc h e d u le ?
1 like the 1 1 :3 0 -6 :3 0 p.m. school with after school care until 7:30 p.m. (when I am home)
7:30 - 4 :3 0 p.m.
Foreign languages
Who else has the hours o f w hat our school hours are tod ay... both new options would be better than w hat w e have today. It m igh t be n ice if S atu rd ay attendan ce
w as an option.
The normal schedule outlined in “c ” w ould work better for other after school activities.
Just Mon-Fri, but with ea rly m orning c are & after care that provides a learning environment.
If the traditional elem entary school hours o f 8 :30 -3 :30 p.m. would then “need" before &: after school care.
7-30 am is eariv to start a school dav & 6 :3 0 is late to end the day. Could the hours be condensed on either/both ends with more overlap o f sessio ns.
7:30 is quite early w hile 6 :3 0 pm is late e sp e c ia lly to participate in extracurricular activities.

2. E n r ic h m e n t a n d E x p lo ra tio n : In a d d itio n to a stro n g acad em ic pro g ram , e n ric h m e n t and e x p lo ra tio n a re a k e y p a rt o f th e n e w m a g n e t s c h o o l.
B e lo w are po ssib le e nrich m en t a n d e x p lo ra tio n o p tio n s fo r th e m ag n et school. C ir c le th e t h r e e y o u t h i n k a r e m o s t i m p o r t a n t f o r y o u r c h ild :
24
a) H isto ry and G eography
b) P e rfo rm in g A rts, like d ance, d ra m a a n d m u s ic

43

c) V isual A rts, like pain tin g a n d d ra w in g

27

d) W o rld languages, like S p a n ish a n d R u s s ia n

28

e) S cien c e /M a th /T ec h n o lo g y
f) E x te n d ed L e a rn in g for c h ild re n w h o n e e d m o re a c a d e m ic tim e and p ractice, o r fo r c h ild ren w h o
could b e n e fit fro m acceleratio n a c tiv itie s

38

56

O ther areas for enrichm ent and exploration von would suggest:
#92
#76
#74

#44
#39
#34
#31
#30
#28
#26
#25
#24
#89
#91
#82
#45
#46
#54
#68
#11
#62
#88

(N otm v kids) but lots o f kids are home alo n e quite freauentlv. Safety type learning would be very p ractical.
Physical Education
The best time to learn any lan gu age is early-b efo re 10 years old. M usic is a language. Language & m u sic should be b asic, not enrichm ent. Som e c la sse s for
parents and children together. There is no m ention o f resource classrooms or teachers. Life sk ills a) how to b alance a check book, b ) sa fe ty , c ) environm ental
awareness, d) prescription drugs e) use ce ll ohones. answering machines. A T M ’s, f) how to interact w ith teach ers, g) m anners
N ative skills, behavioral course, age n c y inform ants (jud icial, law enforcement, how to budget, etc.)
Sports/athletics
------M usic, PE (swim ming, soccer, b ask etb all, b aseball)
Technology would be the m ost im portant area to expand greatly in.
Agriculture, animals
Computer Science
Business
—
C ultures........ especially N ative. A lso fib er arts, woodworking
Large m uscle motor s k ills - sports & other activities that require use o f large m uscle groups.
Sports such as swimm ing, soccer, softball
A ll o f the above are v ery im portant
___
1 think it would be b eneficial to have a c la ss of som e type that taught the im portance o f com m unication. A c la ss that would give kids the sk ills to speak openly
and honestly with others. Our so ciety is la c in g in that area. Mavbe we can help our kids improve this situation. For instance, a topic could be conflict resolution.
Physical education, sports, teach ing endurance, & being a team player
1 would hope (0 would au to m atically be provided because of state law and through the enrichm ent b eing offered.
I would suggest com bining b & c into a broader area of arts and then mv three selections would be a,b ,c,d . and choose (f) if others are covered.
AK N ative languages c lasses w ould be superb!
Tutoring for kids who need extra help to succeed.
M y children could benefit from acceleration o f activities also.
Social-em otional-behavioral sk ills
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3) T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Since th e n e w m a g n e t s c h o o l w ill se rv e children from th ro u g h o u t the bo ro u g h , if a n d h o w to
tra n sp o rt c h ildren to th e s c h o o l is an issu e . D o y o u ag ree or disag ree w ith th e fo llo w in g sta te m e n ts?
a)
b)

Yes

No

Undcciilcri

I w ould p ro v id e tra n sp o rta tio n to th e m a g n e t s c h o o l.

51

10

22

T ra n sp o rtatio n m ust be p ro v id e d for m e to s e n d m y child to this school.

28

35

16

28

24

25

Som ew hat
Important

Very
Important

4)

Not
Important
at All

I w o u ld be w illin g to p a y fo r tra n s p o rta tio n fo r m y child.
c)
#41 - Transportation is going to put a financial burden upon an airead y burdened districi-parents should m ake a com m itm ent.
#91 - W illin g to pay income based
#11 - Work schedule does not aiiovv providing transportation

6

40

42

2
38

22

65

32

17

Sm all class sizes.

2

23

65

A sm all school in the 2 5 0 - 3 0 0 stu d e n t ran g e .

11
9

27

48

36

S p e c i a l F e a t u r e s : H o w i m p o r t a n t is i t f o r y o u r c h ild to p a r t i c i p a te in th e f o ll o w i n g f e a t u r e s o f t h e m a g n e t
s c h o o l?

a)

S ervice L earning (v o lu n te erin g in th e c o m m u n ity ).

b)

C o m p u ters and other te c h n o lo g y are u s e d e x te n s iv e ly in instruction.

c)

M u lti-a p e classro o m s, w h e re tw o o r th re e g ra d e lev els are com bined.

d)
e)
f)

O p p o rtu n itie s for the o ld e r c h ild re n to tu to r, m e n to r and otherw ise in teract w ith v o u n g e r c h ild ren .

P)
h)

O p p o rtu n itie s for e x ten siv e p a re n ta l in v o lv e m e n t.

2

30

45
57

A M o n te sso ri-ty p c a p p ro a c h , w h e re th e tc a c h c r c rc a tes m an y m u lti-se n so ry lea rn in g a c tiv itie s th a t c h ild re n m a y
engage in fo r sh o rt or e x te n d e d tim e p e rio d s ; c la s s e s are ty p ically m u lti-g rad e.

18

38

33

4i) Other features you would suggest (such as “hands-on” learning, a “back-to-basics” approach, etc):
Back to Basics— 2 v o te s-B a sic s & Hands on— 5 votes-H ands On— 12
#12
#92
#77
#72
#74
#57
#55
#41
#34
#33
#30
#28
#25
#89
#85
#45
#48
#46
#53
#54
#66
#9
#62
#88

Both and open to “going with the flow ” & le ttin g the lesson plans fit & vet constantly challenge the students
A very "hands-on” learning is important to us
Hands on learning
Hands on learning
Life skills that related to academ ics. R ead in g directions.
No M ontessori type...hand s on as much as possible, but classroom needs discipline.
Learning styles approach
M ontessori-type....(depends)-som e teach ers are good at it and some kids like it. B ack to basics-there’s too m uch “fluff” tim e —counselor tim e, lib rary tim e, etc.,
recess 2x d aily
Extra heip for students stru gglin g with b asics.
Positive behavioral support
Hands on learning - visual/practical ap plication o f concepts.
Hands on-experimental learning— using m anv different wavs o f learning
1 Hands-On learning— dem onstrate m asterv through other than tests.
Hand on & 1 cannot em phasize enough on parental involvement
Allow ing children to create & reach their outcom e as to what they feel important to them, allow children to b e broad-m inded.
M ontessori— depends on aee/grade............It w ould be great to offer some hands on & back to basics for all children. Each child learns differently.
A gain, research speaks for itself. If w e look at Europe (ex.. Germany) less is more. 4 day school w eek & th ey still surpass us. A cadem ic focus not a lot o f tim e
o f “cutsey" stuff to fill a bulletin board to m ak e the teacher look good.
Hands/minds-on learning; research-based best practices instruction; student-centered instruction; academ ic p a c e appropriate for each student.
Hands on ieam ing a must.
As much as possible “hands on” learning is desirable.
Although hands-on is v ery effective, a ch ild need s to learn to use their thinking skills-problem solving w ith the brain.
W e don’t need anotlier Chinook. Place-based curriculum . Check out ww w.harm onschool.orc I w ant a school lik e that.
W e would very much prefer “b ack to b asics” approach.
Project-based education incorporating m u ltip le intelligence techniques. Not just “book learning.”

5) Middle School & Elem entary... your thoughts or concerns about the middle school part, competitive sports teams, rotating
schedule, school socials, band and orchestra, 7th & 8th graders combined for lunch, etc.
_________________________
#95
#23
#12
#13
#15
#16
#17
#18
#20
#22

I believe the m ag n et id ea is g reat. T h is w ill p re p a re m y d a u g h te r to atten d H u tc h iso n w h en th e tim e c o m e s. I th in k m o re e m p h a s is on
edu catio n is m ore im p o rta n t than c o m p e titiv e sn o rts. P rep arin g fo r a ro ta tin g s c h e d u le in 7 U'. & 8 ,h is a g o o d id e a as w ell.
Keeping the 7UI & 8th graders in the sam e school is a good idea. Children in m iddle school are v ery im pressionable. P utting them into a school next to a high
school is a m istake because they m ay exp erien ce b ein g introduced to alcohol & drugs at an ea rly age w ith influ en ce o f old er high schoolers. A m agnet school is
a good idea.
M v b igc est concern is that there would still be band & orchestra!
Com petitive sports would have to be a v a ila b le or the a b ility to go to one of the m iddle schools to be active on a sports team
1 think it m ight be okay
I think that would be very im portant
As long as the middle school children w ere m onitored during interactions with the younger children for the yo u n ger ch ild re n ’s protection. B arnette has a lot o f
violence for such voung children alread y.
I went to a grammar school K-8. I know no other method. The one thing 1 would change about that experien ce is concentrating less on how to please the
popular, out-spoken kids and m ore on ensu ring safetv o f unpopular kids. Put a stor> to b u llyin g!
I like the idea o f keeping that age group around yo u n ger students. M y son is going to m iddle school this y e ar &. with the kids the w ay th ey are today— this
thought m akes me nervous. B ut m avbe two y ears still at an elementarv school would m ake a better d ifference.
1 think it is all a good id ea!!
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124

#59
#76
#77
#78
#79
#73
#74
#57
#56
#44
#39
#36
#34
#31
#30
#28
#27
#26
#25
#89
#91
#80
#82
#83
#85
#45
#48
#50

#46
#52
#53
#54
#71
#11
#66
#7
#61
#62
#64
#87
#88

No comments
1 think it is an excellent idea-m any kids still need to be nurtured at that ace keeping them in a sm aller w ill benefit those students.
Som e pans of tiie country ‘ m iddle school” is 6**!, 7 U:, 8“*. Athletics is important, as is band and orchestra. As long as 7*
8th graders aren t m ade to leel lik e they
are in elementary school still it should be fine.
1 think tiie above activities are important to 7 th & 8"' graders
1 support teams (d efinitely) - helps m ake school tun and provides activities to keep kids busy during our long w inter month. Band & orchestra are im portant loo!
Combine those 7U‘ & 8Ul graders for lunch.
Older kids influencing or p icking on younger ones
Plavm e i t sports arc im portant to me because m v child needs to move. Mavbe a class o P ’evm ” math
M iddle school kids kept separate from elem en tary kids. Earlier start time for m iddle schoolers, later for elem en tary, sports for 7U78U'.
Encourage individual sports, le: sw im m ing, x-countrv skiing. Wc have community com petitive sports. Why not share m u sic with k v a n ?
1ju st hope the street drugs do not become a problem/or surface, especially m ingling with the younger generation. Som etim es the dealers lake advantage of things
like this especially when it is least expected The children are much larger and look like an adult.
Sm aller peer uroup is both a plus m inus. Concerned about transition to “Iniye’ high school.
Good environment lor 7 |J‘ &. 8Ul age students
7“' & 8U' combined for lunch would be ok. Som e sort o f teams (sports, debate, m usic) would be nice if offered, but with a sm all enrollm ent; this m ay not be
possible.
1 would support normal m iddle school a ctivities, w hich also include the younger students to participate as supporters, a real com m unity feeling. Intro these to
5U,/6U' graders too.
M y suggestion would be that regardless o f the ac tiv itie s planned or the schedule followed, a w ay be found to im plem ent m id d le schoolers g iv in g back to the
younger grades. For exam ple, allo w them to help take responsibility for planning a school social for the elem entary students. 1 do think the above elem ents
should be available for them as an appropriate preparation for any high school setting.
This is great for this age— their body clock is se v ere ly disturbed by hormones.
Extra curricular activities should be encouraeed to round out students’ education & socialization skill building. Lunch individual.
Be the same as every other school
Rotating schedules should be throw out unless its som ething sim ple like flipping the schedule each quarter. Sports should not be the driving force in a m agnet
school.
B ig concern re: the peer pressure by the “big" kids-put on the “little kids” ...a r e the younger kids going to be “gro w in g up” too soon, once again due to the
magnitude o f peer pressure. Also, all age groups p articipating together in com petitive sports.
I have seen how im portant it is to allow the children to participate if possible for self-esteem and self-confidence.
Team sports are good-not 1 on 1. M usic, band, etc. Could separate 7-8 for lunch preferred.
1 think it’s very important to have these extracurricu lar activities available to the m iddle school kids. 1 was involved in e very a ctiv ity that w as available to m e at
that age & 1 absolutely loved it. The benefits are tremendous.
1 feel competitive sports should be included as part o f there d aily school curriculum or at least a PE program w ith structured p h ysical activities.
I don’t think there w ill be a problem if the m iddle school activities/classes are on one side and the lower grades on the other, use rotating schedules for lunches
like other k-12 schools do.
I like the idea o f a rotating schedule gives children a v ariety each week/day rather then being stuck in a rut. 7u,/SlJ‘ graders are close enough in age there should
not be a problem with them sharing a com bined lunch time. It would be a sood idea to have 2 erades per lunch period. Y o u n ger learners from older.
1 would not want 7u,/8Ul am ongst elem entary aged - d ifferent stases and influences could be detrimental.
1 am responding as if m y 16 year old w ere younger and could use the program. I liked the m iddle school concept as it w as presented at R SM 2 years ago. M y
only problem was that som e teachers w ere not appropriate for mv accelerated learner (especially math).
Rotating schedule not necessary'; consider jo in t school socials, (but have them) no problem com bining 7u78Ul graders for lu n ch; Each age group K-3, 4-6, 7-8,
needs time that is most appropriate for it, but a spectrum o f ages & abilities is natural & doesn’t need a lot o f a rtific ia l separation. If there’s a K-8 m usic program ,
there could be an advanced orchestra/band for grad es 6-8 dependent on ability', not grade. If students were allo w ed to p la y sports for the school in their
transportation zone, sports would at least be availab le.
7U,/SU' graders need the contact with other jr high students in this manner to ease the transition into high school.
M v son would do w ell w ith having 2 teachers in 7 U‘ for core subjects and save the last 3 hours for rotating through other teach ers 2/3 for elective classes
competitive sports; rotating schedule not necessary; school social should be only for all student ages; this is e sp e c ia lly im portant as the young adolescents need to
be grounded by and connected to the younger ages that they are leaving behind. Band & orchestra should be for w ho le school each student needs to experience
and practice feeling a part o f the w hole com m unity.
1 think it would work out fine w ith the proper supervision
1 would like to see sports team s, band, so cials and even combined lunches. This age group needs to be able to have su p ervised dances to help prepare them for
high school.
Students should try to be integrated in w ith other p eers to accommodate future entrv into local high schools.
You could elim inate it a ll!
M y son is interested in basketb all, so a school team w ould be important to us. Rotating schedules are not p referable. School so cials are v ery important to that age
group. M usic enrichm ent classes (not just band/orchestra) would be the determ ining factor for sending him.
M y oldest w ill be in m iddie school next vear. It w ould be beneficial to keep all three children in the sam e school setting and a much sm aller school setting.
Keep the m iddle schoolers separate from the elem en tary students except for tutoring, mentoring, etc. (sm all grouDs)
Possibly combine with other m iddle school for sports & school socials. If school is m usically orientated then should have own band and orchestra.
M iddle school as is does not work and 1 do not plan on m y child attending (currently 5U‘ grade). M iddie school should be a grad ual transition to independence,
not an abrupt free for all that loses kids to n egativ e p eer influences. I like the idea o f this m agnet school that spans K-8 and would consider enrolling m y child
there!!!

6a) Would you consider sending your child to this type o f magnet school?
# 96
#6
#17
#14
#77
#79
#72
#57
#41
#36
#28

Yes

61

No

11

M aybe

16

Sounds pretty drastic
Don’t know about this (o n ly com pleted 1 p age o f su r v e y )
I am not sure what the p rogram would offer
None of my children learn w ell in the present system , so it would depend on what the m aenet school offered as an altern ative learning style.
Mv child is in a good school now but w ill be a 7“' grader next vear. We are looking at all options available.
1 would if mv kids w eren ’ t in a stronn school. B ut thev attend U Park-we love it. they love it. it’s the greatest school!
It would depend on w hat you are able to produce in a school with the rieht combination of academ ics, athletics and art.
If a fair lottery system w ere in place, if this schoo ls’ low er class size did not impact other elem entary/m iddle schools in F airb an k s, if sports were availab le for
middle school students, if the school did n’t appear elite.
It’s experimental-I w on’ t experim ent with m v kids. T h eir tim e at school is short and 1 w on’t gam ble
I’ve currently enrolled m v 7Ui graders at M onroe to avoid the middle school setting.
Although m v children have gone thru the Home School as well as public— they would have benefited from this school.
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125

#25
#24
#90

#91

Depends on the level o f d iv ersity in participants and true com m itm ent to magnet school philosophy.
________________ ____________ _______________
Because they are too old But it is an option I w ould have considered and think is important to have m oui com m unity.
I work 7:00 am to 3 :3 0 p.m . depending on before and after school care through the s
c
h
o
o
l
-------------------------------------------------Could it be part o f or in addition to the regular school, exam ple: attend regular school in a.m. and additional classes at m agnet school m p.m.?--------------------------------

#71
# ll
#61
#62
#64

Depends on location and cost o f the program/schooling.
_______________________________________ .____ ________________
If I had children of school age this school would be of interest to me— I like this idea. M y husband is a retired teachei and he would have liked to teacn m a
school like this ONLY filled out the Is' page and this question
________________________ _______________
It would depend on w hether or not the academ ic courses were structured enough or not Mv children seem to learn better in a structured environment
My children do not lik e school as it is “ boring" (lik e a lot o f kids say). I don't see them motivated until they are involved m a project that they have som e say in
how it’s carved out or a topic that interest them in, hands on. Stream lining is not the best method for my kids who have lived & been all over th e JJS .--------------------Son in Special Ed P reK -m ay be able to go to regular ed in Kindergarten— m ay have strengths in some areas and w eakn esses in others— schools with m oic
individual attention m a y be good— He is autistic. M av have m eat math skills but poor social skills.
--- ------ -----------------------If I needed it with m v w ork schedule.
---------- .----------------------------------I home-schooled for 4 years and had to return to the workforce. This type ol school would better benef it m y children & strengthen our fam ily.
We would be more lik e ly to send our child if the school w as located in a more “rural” or out-of-town setting.
Of course it would be dependent on school. Yes, yes, if it’s “back-to-basics.” If it’s an “arts” dominated theme, then “NO.
I would need to know m ore regarding curriculum . A lso, it depends upon timing because 1 have a child who would not succeed at the school. The c.denoars

#87
#88

would need to be the sam e.
If more individual attention to each student with specific iearm ng goals.
Especially for 7lb & 811* graders.

#80
#81
#83
#85
#86

______________________________ — ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------

6 b ) A r e there other issues or features that are important to be included in a magnet school that we did not mention above?
UUJ

#18

Sm all class sizes would increase the duality of the teacher-child relationship. Children will get more individual instruction.-------------------------- -------------------------------Would students have a sin g le teacher or would it be more of a m ulti-teacher?
---------------------------------------------------------------Don’t have a clue at tliis point!
-------------- — ----------------------------- ----------------------------When you get to the older grades, serious ostracizing occurs. Don’ t let these children fall through the c r a c k s ! ______________________________________ _

#21
#22
#92

Not at this time.
-------------------------------------------------- --------------------------No._______________________________________________________________________
________________ ______________________________ ____ :------------- :----------W ill the staff have sp ecializ ed training to teach in this new w ay? T eacher training programs for state licensin g wouldn t focus on this typ e ot environm ent in

#23
#13
#17

tt r J

training.
1 think vour hours are odd

--------—-------------------------------------------------------- ------- —---------W hy not stay with a traditional schedule, or 8 am to 2 :30 or 8:30 to 3 p.m. for elem entary school.
__________________________ ______

#43
#41

Accredited teachers_____________ _______________________________ ________________________ _—--------- --------------------------------------------------——------------------------Discipline - No m atter w hat kind of school it is - suspension is not right. It is destructive. The kid wins. The teacher w ins. I he parents are nelpiess.-------------------Strong school discipline approach; all teachers have buy-in on the school concept but not hand picked by p iincipal.__________________________------------ ---------------How w ill students be selected ? This w ill be very im portant to ensure tins doesn’ t become an “elitist school. U nfortunately, I have no suggestions tor tins.-----------W ill the students have to “a p p ly” to this school - and how w ill acceptance be determ ined by the adm inistration?______ ____________________ ____________________
Cost in an already cash-strapped district. It w ill take 3-5 years m inim ally to see an y im pact, can the district ju stify or w ill it be tried a yeai & scrapped. I hat

#34
#31

would be a waste o f tim e.
------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------________________________________ _________________
How would you decide w ho is allow ed to enroll? Lottery, first com e? Based on n
e
e
d
?
I’ve read about micro so c ie ty classes where kid s do create a whole town, create jo b s & . it continues for 3 years learning to get jo b s, be responsible tor every aspect

#30

of it. That’s hands on learn ing.
________________________________ ______________________________ _— ------ -— --------------------------------- ------------------- -— —--------1 would ju st like to su g g est that the students participate in sports in competition w ith all the other schools in the district. T his w ould keep the m agnet scnooi nom

#73
#74

#57'
#55

#86

being isolationist.____________________ ______________________ ________________________________________ ___________________________________ _— -------------What about sports, choir & other activities?_______________________________ ______________________ _ _ _________________ ______:------------------------ -— ------------What about supportive services for students or fam ilies in crisis? W ill they be availab le? Special needs children accepted for inclusio n?-------- -- ---------------------------Recognition of and respect for d iversitv-set the tone right off the bat so that all children and tneir fam ilies feel w elcom ed & recognized-----------------------------------------M agnet schools are not needed. Teach all children good sk ills in all schools.
_____________ ______________ ---------------------------------------- ------- -------------------Can the children attend a ll o f a.m . classes and part o f p.m . classes?
_______________________________________ _— .---------------------------------------------------------------Emphasis on 3 R’s —e sp e c ia lly reading and sp elling - responsibility and accountability, teaching m oney m anagem ent.—------------------------------------—-- --------------------Multi-cultural activities - teach kids about d iversity & have fun w hile doing it!______________ __________ ___________ _ _ ____________________________________
Structure core academ ics._____ ______________________________ ___________________________________ _______ —--------------------------------------------------- -——----------1 m ay want to home school but getting social interaction is im portant. A school that lets me do that m ay be w on derful!!

#45

1 think preschool should also be considered.

#28
#27
#24
#42

#91
#80
#82
#83

#48

Who would be the adm in - not the current - cutsey doesn’t mean w e w ill succeed or “m ake the grade.

#46

Be sure that the in d ivid u ality of students is addressed better to better/more often be able to meet unique needs & . interests. T his includes faster as w ell as slow er.
I’d love to see a school w h ere k id s’ talents are developed instead of all kids being squeezed through the sam e size hole. W h ile there are b asics that are important
for all to learn, some kid s are m athem aticians w h ile others are writers or singers. T hey all need more offered in areas w here they excel (or excel, in some cases,
and more time for d elaved developm ent and or encouragem ent in areas of struggle.
_ -------------------------------------- ---------------------Staffing/philosoohy/support (counseling/spec. e
d
) . ________________________________________________________ _— ------ — ----- -------------------------Social responsibility should be a vital part that is m odeled and discussed within each classroom with students throughout the school. L ike L'ninook.-----------------------I think all the areas are being covered, but it is very im portant to include the gram m ar. It would be good for students to learn how to w rite the proper language.------Special education for children who m ay need a little extra support, but don’t qualify' for regular school services.------------------- ------ -----------------------— ---------------------Teacher training-on-going.........discip line issues, etc.____________________________________________________ ___________ ___________ — -----------------------------------Class sizes must be kept sm all (under 20) for us to consider sending our child.__________ __________________________________________________________________
Should not compete w ith other charter school (s) in town. Should be a separate option.
_______ _ _ _ _____ __________________ _
Yes proiecl-based education suitable for whoie child not just more standards-based curriculum that leaves d iffeien tly-su ited kid s in the dust.

#52
#54
#69

#11
#7
#61
#87
#88

__________

6 c ) O ther th o u g h ts/ id ea s/ co m m en ts?
__________ _______________________ _________________________________________
1 would like to be involved in the transform ation process^____________ ______________________________________________________ ______________ —-------------------#95
Would a magnet school help a child who falls behind the rest of the class in their academ ics? Would there be more in d ivid u al help lo r those students/
#23

#16

This is a great idea, v erv past due!
____________________ ___________________ _____________________________________________ ______________
Would T &. 8th praders be kept toecther or m ixed with low er grades?
--------------------------------------------- -------------------------Transportation should be for kids that go to school not for this route and that route if parents have to p a y for transportation. V e ry im portant-----------------------------------

#17

B rine back Mr. P ile!!

#12
#13
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11 18
1122
115 8
1193

#14
#92
#76
#79
#74

#57
#56
#43
#41
#34
#31
#25
#42
#89
#91
#82
#85

#45

-M y son was involved in the after school program s w hich inciucied m any activities, how ever 1 don’t believe he ever left the com puter lab. G uide thu children to do
other things.
------------------------------------------------- — -------------—--------------------------None
__________________________ ___________ — ---------------------------i attended a magnet high school and am verv thrilled to see Fairbanks is considering this option.
When did a magnet school get discussed with the com m unity? What impact ol our students going to another school have on the school and tnc child? I ILLbD
OUT THE 1st PAGE ONLY.
How will special ed kids be included?
_______________________________—-----------------------------------M ultiple students from the sam e fam ily would be granted the sam e schedule, wouldn t they? Perhaps over interest in one schedule w ould force movement to the
oilier.
_
_______*— --------------------------------- — —----------Nice job!!! 1 hope it works.
Love the ideal 1 think it’s a m ust do considering von have 3 elem entary schools downtown in close proxim ity-H uiucr, B arnette & D enali.
There are many single parents who are struggling to earn enough to live. Taking time off to attend school activities is d ifficu lt— you do it too m any tim es you
cause yourself problems in a ll areas. Instead of appreciating that others do not have the luxury of taking an hour here or there (I’ ve heard som e unkind remarks
when parents couldn’t attend m eetings or activities). ‘This system m ight be e specially helpful. 1 hope it works.
As a parent of public school kids, 1 wonder il we are doing tins to attract home-schooled students. 1 strongly oppose hom e-schooled kids being allow ed to attend
part time. This takes resources/tim e aw av from full time students.
----------------------------------------- ----------What happens to the B arnette students who choose not to participate in the magnet. I have concerns about putting Hunter n the sam e situation as Ryan. The
Barnette kids should be bused to a v ariety o f iocations for equity &. diversity.
___ ______ __________________________ __
1 have a child “on the w a y ” and I ’m v ery interested in this type ol school.
_______________________________ _________
1 think many elem entary schools need to get back to the basics and cut all this lim e out o f the classroom. When you have 3 kids who go to lib rary twice a week
and say they don’t want to because the librarian either v eils at them or they watch m ovies, what is the purpose?
M y child needs extra help with basics. 1 am presently paying for her to attend Sylvan and 1 would be w illin g to pay tor extra instruction at school d u iing legu lai
day or after school.---------------------------------------------- _ _ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ _ _ _ --------- -------------------------------------------- ------- -----------1 hope this program is som ething w orkable for m y daughter & fam ily. ____________________________________ ________ _ _ — ------------------ ------------------------------Don't let down the other students who don’t eo to the magnet school the w ay Hutch has tor hand-on learning at the high school level.
Magnet schools is a w aste o f tax payer money. ___________________ _ _ _ _ ___________________________________________ ___________________________________
M v daushter is only 2 but a lread y 1 am concerned about eood education, all mv options and having a positive nurturing enviionm ent & teachers.
--------------------------------------------------How can this better prepare m v children for the future in comparison to other schools?
How would a child be given the opportunity to attend? Who decides which kids get to participate in this program/school?_______________.— -- ----------------------------Every child is different & hard for teachers these d ays to reach everyone. The school m y children are currently in are very helpful on find ing w ays to reach each
child. But I am still trying (and trying) to find w ays in sparking their interest in school. I know the “m agnet” approach w as the tick et for me as I felt I had a hand
in my learning & was allow ed to learn what I wanted to know. And that it was m y doing gave me confidence that 1 needed to leam m ore, ask more, and answer
my own questions. It’s worth a try to m e . _______________________________________ __________________ ____________ ______ _________ ________________ — ------How would you choose these 2 50-300 students? is there anyone to contact about becom ing part of the team w orking on this? Education is very important
t

#69

would like the best for m y 2 children.__________________________________________________________________ ______ _________________ ——;--------------------------------The “one size fits all” and “this age=this grade” i.e. 12-13 =7U‘ grade...app roaches are a frustration to so m any kids. Thank you for co nsid ering thisjj--------------------Keep ciass size to 20 or 21 for anything above K and to 16-17 for K. Keep 2 adults in each room (teacher & aid ). Keep the atm osphere one of cooperation and
responsibility toward everyone in the school. D ownplay or elim inate competition. W e need more people in the com m unity (w orld at la rg e ) who realize w e live
together in our society b y cooperating. M ake conflict resolution go hand-n-hand with history/economic geography studies. Students n eed to be able to resolve
conflicts in their lives (w hich requires sk ills .. conflict resolution). To do this effectively they need to understand the world at large; it’s people and their unique
living conditions (econom ic geography). When they com bine this with world history, they begin to see the in ter connectedness o f a ll p eo p le and events. This
allows them to, with the exuberance and freedom o f youth, come up with revolutionary ideas on affecting change in our w orld , p ositive change. This can apply to
individual studenlOstudent relations, or student-fam ily relations, or student society relations, etc. That’s w hat I th in k ...a bit long w inded though.--------------------- -----It is a great idea and it sounds v ery good, esp ecially tor parents with schedule problems. A lso, sounds v ery fun for kids and covers all the subjects they need to

#11

leam in school._____________________________________________________ __________________________ ;— ----------------- --------------------------------------- -— ---------------This type of scheduling options would better fit with m y work schedule and would remove the need for childcare. It would be closer to the hom e-schooling

#46
#54

#66

environment than public schools.______ _________________________________________ __________________________________ -_______ :--------- ---------------------- ;------This m ay be a possible alternative for those parents w ho hom e-school, but do not actually “ home school. P eople lik e altern atives and it m ay lit som e parents
needs. I am concerned about those fam ilies who are “hom e-schooling” and receiving the funds for it, but do not actu ally teach their k id s or follow througli no
accountability.

#3

#61
#88

Attached letter
.absolutely ecstatic o f the pro-active and modem d ay approach to public education and school choice! T he typ ical structure of school hours
and attendance zones are outdated. In tod ay’s modern society, parents with school age children are challenged with unsuitable bus sch ed u les, non-existent or
limited choices of before/after school program s, and sum m er child care. Given these constraints, it is v ery d ifficu lt to coordinate school sched u ling with parent
employment. Bus schedules are based on the 5 0 ’s when one parent did not work and could ensure children got to and from the bus sa fe ly . A lso, weather
conditions hinder w alking to and from bus. T oday p arents should be given a choice for their children to go to school by w here they w o rk , not where they live.
As taxpayers and parents, w e are askin g for the school board’s support o f the m agnet school c o n c e p t . ___________________________________________
We really wish this type o f school could be availab le to high school age kids.
_
------------------------------------------------------------_ _ ------------District should consider revam p in c all secondary schools to incorporate this model, reduce 50% o f dropout rate and m eet kids w here they are.

H:\Myfiies2\Magnet Schooi\Survey Results for Bo3rd_9_21__04.doc
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will bring literacy together with a student’s
interests in a natural way.
A student and their family is also w elcom e to
come at 9 or 10 in the m orning, attending only
part of Block A and then to finish up the
elective part of their day during Block C,
thereby ending at 4:00 or 5:00.
W hile a full time student can schedule three
electives of their choice each quarter, for a total
o f 12 electives in a.school year, there are a
multitude of possibilities for hom e school
families who wish to blend part- time
attendance with their hom e school schedule.

The M agnet School understands the needs of
w orking families and endeavors to provide
times and schedules to meet those needs as well
as the convenient downtown location. At the
M agnet School, families have the opportunity
to invent their school day; w hen it begins, when
it ends and what classes they will take.

The magnet school will w ork w ith fam ilies who
need to be away for extended periods o f tim e to
ensure that learning is not interrupted for their
child.

The day is divided into three “blocks” Block A
occurs from 8-11 and consists o f three
consecutive one hour electives. Block C , on
the other end of the day, occurs from 2-5 and
similarly consists o f three consecutive one hour
explorations. In between the two exploration
blocks is Block B, also called the “core block”,
from 11-2. During this time the entire school
will be engaged in three hours o f literacy and
math instruction. Because all physical
education and music instruction occurs during
explorations, there is no need to interrupt the
core block with pull -outs. The library media
center will be available during the core block..

wBmBBR
Special Education services will be offered as
Explorations entitled Skill Reinforcem ent.
IE P ’s will be carefully m onitored. Speech and
language IEP’s will be serviced as well through
Explorations.

Students arriving as early as 7:15 a.m. are
invited inside to breakfast and story hour or
hom ew ork club. The M agnet School offers an
after school program for grant targeted students
at no cost, as well as a invitation for anyone to
stay and participate in our late afternoon
explorations for a fee. K indergarten students
needing an extended day until 3:00 may enroll
in Literacy Plus at no extra cost.

A full tim e student will spend one block o f the
day w ith their core teacher focused on literacy
and math. During the second block, either
morning or afternoon—their choice— learning
is brought to life through exploratory electives
in the arts, technology and foreign language.
Skill reinforcement for students requiring extra
help reading, writing or m ath will also happen
during electives, as well as advanced
coursework for those requiring extension in an
area o f strength or passionate interest. History,
geography, and science will also be offered in
the form o f hands on, experiential courses that

The m agnet school offers a selection of
explorations designed to m otivate students and
-

1-
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provide an avenue to expand their talents.
Explorations are divided into strands.
•

Fine Arts

•

Science Labs

•

Technology

•

W orld Languages and customs

•

History/Geography

•

Advanced Explorations

•

Skill Reinforcement.

•

Fitness

•

W ithin these strands, there will be a
variety of offerings which may be
repeated throughout the year. Students
are able to choose new explorations
quarterly. We invite community experts
as guest instructors in many o f our
explorations.

The interaction of children o f different age
levels has a positive effect on all children and
promotes a family-like atmosphere. Flexible
age groups allow for the natural development
of skills and abilities in an supportive
atm osphere which fosters a positive self-image.
M ixed age groups at the m agnet school will
vary betw een two and three grade levels.
Along w ith mixed age groups, our older
students w ill be paired with younger students in
purposeful activities such as “learning buddies”
and “project partners.”
E a c h family o f learners (Scientists K-2,

Sages 3-4, and Scholars (5-8) will learn about
them selves as learners and how they relate to
their world. Our young Scientists will learn
about them selves and how they learn as
individuals. The Sages will learn about how
others fit into their world and the impact of
learning together. Scholars will learn how to
extend their learning into the community and
into a new environment such as a high school

S
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or college. Each developmental stage is
im portant and contributes to a well- rounded
adult.
Class meetings and school-wide events on
Friday will emphasize getting to know each
other. Quarterly exhibitions of student created
work and performance will prom ote a mutual
celebration of each other’s learning.
W hile students constantly come and go, we are
small enough so that each adult can know every
child and maintain a sense of community and
care.

Students are assessed to determ ine their
instructional levels in reading, writing, and
m ath. Teachers have the flexibility to provide a
setting for a student that is at their level. A
Scientist could visit a class instructed at the
Sage level to meet an advanced m athem atic
instructional need. Technology based
diagnostic assessments will be adm inistered to
determ ine student levels and standard mastery.
A n Individualized Learning Plan will be
created for each student based on academ ic and
fam ily scheduling needs.
Fridays in Fairbanks will host student offcam pus visits in order to give back to the
community. This opportunity for a student to
serve in an area of their interest will be offered
in a variety of settings that can be personally
tailored.
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•

Reading instruction is delivered within a
balanced literacy model using quality literature.
Current research strategies and best practices
guides standards-based reading and writing
instruction. W e believe practice makes perfect
and so we read and write everyday!

B
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W ritin g publications

Never underestimate the pow er o f a great
teacher! Professional developm ent is o f
param ount importance to the success o f our
school, staff, and students.

M ath is approached school-wide with an
emphasis on real life application and problem
solving. Everyday M ath is used as a basic
program at the elementary level, but the school
supplem ents using many methods and
materials. State standards provide the
fram ework at ever}' grade level. Time is
allotted for follow up with individual students
as needed; how ever students who are lacking
fundam ental skills required at their grade level,
can receive the additional help they need during
an elective hour. Likewise, students who need
to go beyond the core class work may take a
variety o f extended m ath courses during the
elective block, including high school algebra
and geom etry for m iddle level students who are
ready.

Our flexible options for staff in addition to
consistent professional developm ent and
planning tim e provided each week m ake our
school a wonderful place for teachers. This
enables us to attract and keep a highly qualified
staff. The staff at the m agnet school is
com m itted to the success o f each child.
In order to provide the very best instruction, we
allow for collaboration among the staff as they
m aintain their own high level of perform ance
each year. Each Friday, during exploration
tim e, our teachers will be working and learning
together to plan and develop those great
learning experiences they provide for children
each day.
W hile there are specific programs and models
here at the school, we recognize the
professionalism of our teachers to adjust and
modify to best meet the needs of their students.
Our teachers establish a varied and flexible
routine that allows for individual, small groups,
and w hole class learning. They provide a
supportive learning environment wherein
students can question, risk, and learn from their
mistakes and each other.

Technology is an integral part of today's world.
It determ ines how we access information and
how we com m unicate information. We
integrate technology into your child's
educational curriculum using the following
advanced technology options available at the
magnet school:
•

a t

M icro so ft W ord

•

Excel

•
•

Pow erPoint
V id eo B roadcasting

•

E-mail

•
•
•
•

W eb site research
D igital Photography
Scan n er
V ideo broadcasting

Our school’s core curriculum is rigorous, well
researched, and can be leveled for advanced
and rem edial needs. Children leam best w hen
they are allowed to progress through the
-

3
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curriculum at an individualized rate and receive
the extra attention
needed to challenae
or
i
0
nurture their abilities. Advanced students are
able to wofk at an accelerated rate with more
advanced njiaterials and/ or with more advanced
learners. Those with special needs are
encouraged to reach for their goals set together
by the team of teacher, family, and student.
Many Explorations will host community
experts who will bring out the best in our
young learners. Quality work, well done at the
highest capability o f each student is an
expectation.

On Fridays, students will attend school on their
regular schedule. Explorations on Fridays
however, will look different as students are
“ out in the community” w ith specialists while
core teachers plan and collaborate. Students
will rotate through such physical fitness
activities such as swimming, skating, skiing,
and bowling. Friday is also the day to extend
ourselves into the community w ith small
groups helping out at places such as the Food
Bank, Denali Center, and the Pioneer Home.
Parent assisted small groups m ay also take
advantage o f learning opportunities at the
university, museums, and at various art centers
during these Friday explorations.

Physical fitness in various forms will be offered
Monday through Thursday to each student.
Session will include the following:
•

Dance
M usic in M otion

•

Exercise classes

•

Sports

•

Traditional P E instruction

B a r n e t t e

'Parental involvement is a central part o f the
M agnet School. Parents serve on the advisory
board, teach exploration classes in their
specialty, facilitate field trips and participate in
fundraising. We depend on parents to make our
Friday in Fairbanks program successful as we
reach out to the community each week. Parents
are invited to all staff professional development
sessions and are needed in the classrooms and
in the exploration blocks. W e are com m itted to
open communication and to providing a
friendly atmosphere that w elcom es parents into
our building as we together create their child’s
learning plan. Our unique school requires that
parents be our partners!

At the m agnet school there is an emphasis on
personal responsibility and leadership. High
expectations apply not only to academics but
behavior as well. B ecause o f our busy
schedule, students are continuously engaged in
purposeful learning that results in minimal
down time.

•

a t

Fridays in Fairbanks will offer other forms o f
physical fitness such as swimming, curling,
skiing, and skating.
While there is not organized large group recess
at the M agnet School, teachers are encouraged
to take advantage o f the playground during
breaks in instruction. Our school works to
make physical fitness a part o f each child’s day.

Each instructional day is a hour longer than the
traditional school day w hen w e elim inate a 30
m inute lunch recess and add another thirty
m inutes o f instruction to the day. These
banked hours o f instruction allow for our
flexibility on Friday to participate in extra

-

d-
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physical fitness activities as well as community
service and other opportunities in Fairbanks.
Individual family learning opportunities such as
m usic lessons and other out o f school activities
can be accom m odated on Fridays as well
because o f our banked instructional hours.

!M idd leSchopfel n:s.tnueticmfi%iai:
R esearch nation w ide is showing that it is better
to m inim ize school -to -school transitions.
Im proved self -esteem and high achievement
scores are the result o f maintaining the family
and teacher relationships built during
elem entary school.
W hile m ore and m ore cities are moving
tow ards k-8 schools, we recognize that there
are social, emotional, and academic needs
unique to this age group.
Our block scheduling structure and small
school community enable us to include the
follow ing elements o f an exemplary middle
school program:
Exploratory classes

SCHOOL

AT

B A R N E T T E

Kindergarten students have the option o f a full
day of instruction at the magnet school if they
are ready. The flexibility of the schedule
allows for part-day attendance and a
customized plan for your youngster.

Kindergarten
Magnet School Model
8:00 - 10:00

Kinder Explorations taught by kinder
teachers to include Math/ Science/
Social Studies/Technology

10:00 —11:00

Kinder Exploration of choice with
other students

11:00 - 12:00

Lunch /Free play

12:00 - 2:00

Literature Block, including:
Building Blocks Model that includes a
variety of shared reading and writing
activities / Literacy Centers / Songs /
Finger Plays / Journals

2:00 - 3 :00

Optional Literacy Plus Exploration
Block at no extra charge.

Departm entalized instruction
High school m ath credit
Intramural sports
Collaboration
Advanced science & math courses
Small school atmosphere resulting in
less social pressure
High academic & behavior expectations
Opportunity for autonomy & leadership
Technology
The M agnet School will soon offer instruction
from Kindergarten through eighth grade. We
will initiate our middle school program in the
fall o f 2005 with sixth and seventh grade
adding eighth grade students the following fall.

The M agnet School has a full day kindergarten
program; however, there is flexibility for those
who may only want a partial day. For example,
a student may choose to come from 8:00 —
11:30 only or from 11:30 -3:00 only.

APPENDIX D
Sample Pages:
Exploration Course Catalog
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♦EXPLORE PHYSICAL SCIENCE f Grades 1-3)

Thisiclass is designed to last one quarter, approximately 3 weeks on each of the subtopics
listed below:

I

Week 1-Catch a Wave!... Heat, Light and sound
Throiigh a series of experiments, students will investigate friction as a source of heat & explore
the properties of heat conduction. Experimenting with shadows & prisms, they will demonstrate
how light is reflected, refracted and absorbed. Finally, they will design a musical instrument &
explore pitch by changing the rate of vibration with a variety of objects.
(Science 2,5,6 8a,c, 9, B,C,D)
Week 4 ^Zapped!...Electricity and Magnets (Thomas Edison, Michael Faraday)
Students will design & build simple series & parallel circuits, an electromagnet, a simple electric
motor, and a simple compass. They will explore the relationship between electric currents and
magnetic fields and recognize their applications in everyday life.
(Science A 5,6,8, B,C,D & cultural Standard E-2)
t

Week 7 -Gear Up...Force, Motion, & Machines (Elijah McCoy)
Students will investigate the relationship between motion & energy and explore the force of
gravity before.designing and building a series of simple machines. They will be able to recognize
simple machines as parts of other more complex machines. As a class, a complex machine will
be invented with which they will apply the concepts of force, motion & gravity.
(Science A 5,6,15, B,C,D & cultural Standard D.5)

The first five explorations provide an overview of all district curriculum objectives in grades 4-7.
A fter taking all o f these “essential" classes, (marked with an *) an intermediate stu d en t w ill be
p repared for the state science exam com ing in 2006.. The classes are designed to last one quarter.
Every science exploration a t the M agnet School will ro u tin ely use the science process skills o f
observation, prediction, hypothesis forming, data collection and analysis. The corresponding
Alaska C ontent Science Standards are listed in parenthesis below each class description.

*EARTH IN SPACE (Grades 4-7)
Explore the dynamic planet we live on and the universe we live in. Explore properties of matter
using rock & minerals as examples. Using crackers and fruit rollups, students will model how the
earth’s tectonic plates move on top of the asthenosphere, and how these plates interact at their
boundaries! Use slinkies and shake tables to demonstrate the characteristics of earthquakes
caused by these plate motions. Students will recognize the links between density and convection
in the earth's mantle, atmospheric weather patterns, and ocean currents using a density flow
tank. They will use a versatile astronomy program to dynamically discover and explore the
motions of our home in space.(Science A.1-7, 8a, 15, B, C, D and Cultural standard E,.1,2)
Study of the following scientists will be integrated into the course: Alfred Wegener, Carl Sagan.

*WAVE RAVE! (Grades 4-7)
Have you ever wondered how we hear and see? How does a sound move from the source to the
person hearing that sound? How do we see colors? Come discover the world of sound, light and
color. Explore sound waves, light waves, tidal waves, and radio, television waves. Watch light
waves reflect and bend with lenses, prisms and a ripple tank. Use jump ropes and bicycle wheels
to see an octave and “mix colors." Learn about tidal waves and create them in a wave tank. Get
a taste of trigonometry as you use a graphing calculator to create mathematical descriptions of
waves and observe the results when they manipulate the frequency and amplitude. Did you hear
that? Catch the wave - see you there!
(Science A.2,4,5 B,D,D) Scientist: Sir Isaac Newton

*HAIR TODAY, GONE TOMORROW! (Grades 4-7)
1
Test and graph your reaction times, measure your lung capacity and challenge your muscle
strength as you participate in our own version of Body System Olympics. Feast at our banquet of
edible cell models and build a giant. Hey, did you inherit that tongue roll and what’s the
probability of growing bald? Students will understand the role of genes in determining our traits
and the structure and function of DNA. They will be able to describe the structure ana function of
each human body system and how they interact with each other. They will observe cells,
describe cell organelles and explain how cells are the building blocks of tissues, organs,
organisms and ecosystems.
(Science A.10,11,12, B,C,D, Health A.1,2, Cultural Standard C.3)
Scientists: Leonardo DaVinci, Marie 7 Pierre Curie, Mary Leakey

*FIVE KINGDOM FAIR...ECOLOGY, DIVERSITY & INTERDEPENDENCE (Grades 4-7)
Create funky art sculptures from personal and found recycled treasures, dissect owl pellets,
identify mystery critters using identification keys and build a biosphere in a bottle as you learn
about ecosystems, food pyramids, the five kingdoms of life and our system of classification.
Students will become experts on the taxonomic unit of their choice and celebrate diversity at the
Five Kingdom Fair. Fly tying at the Chena River insect exhibit. Dissect a clam at the bivalve
booth. Sort monocots and dicots at the plant table.
Science A.2,4,8,9,11-15, B,C,D, Cultural Standards B, .3, E.2)
Scientists: Jacque Cousteau, Rachel Carlson, Anton Van Leeuwenhoek

*A SHOCKING EXPERIENCE...ELECTRONICS (Grades 4-7)
Use wires, batteries, bulbs, switches, fuses and filaments to build simple series and parallel
circuits. Construct dry cells, wet cell batteries, water alarms, and learn about resistors,
capacitors, and transistors as you dissect and rebuild electronic devices. Students will be able to
differentiate between potential and kinetic energy. They will investigate the conversion of
electrical energy to heat, light or motion and how electrically charged objects attract or repel each
other.
(Science A.5,6,8c, 9 B,C,D.) \Scientist: Thomas Edison, Michael Faraday

Other science classes of interest beyond the essential classes*
AQUANAUTS AND ASTRONAUTS (Grades 4-7)
Experience NASA and Challenger Space Center hands on curriculum ideas to study the cosmos.
Discover the strange creatures of the tide pool and dive into hands on ocean and water study
activities. Participants in this class may have an opportunity to participate in a seven day field trip
next spring to Kenai. Students will participate in a mission at the Challenger Space Center, an
overnight with seals and seabirds at the Seward Sea Life Center and a marine biology field camp
experience across Katchemak Bay.
$200 to $400 depending on fund raising success.
JACK & THE BEANSTALK (Grades K-3)
More experimenting with plants. Make a terrarium, work with Calypso Farms to plan a school
greenhouse, plant marigolds for moms, make a classroom compost container & experiment with
worms. Each student will conduct an individual plant investigation to test a variable such as the
effect of varying soil types, music, or different “nutritional supplements.”

FIZZY FORMULAS (Grades 4-7)
Separate mixtures, grow crystals, identify unknown substances by chemical reactions, and use
marshmallows, gumdrops and clay to build molecule models. This course will introduce you to
the world of chemistry

The first three courses listed are categorized as “essential” classes. After taking all three of these essential
classes, your child will have completed the FNSBSD social studies curriculum objectives for grades 1-3
which is aligned with Alaska State Standards in Geography, Government and Citizenship, and History.
*denotes an essential class.

*OUR TOWN...Government & Politics (Grades 1-3)
Students will create & construct a town complete with an elected mayor, town charter and laws,
shopkeepers, banker, manufacturers, and other services. They will explore rules, laws, voting,
and how individual actions affect the group and more!
*TIME MACHINE...History of Fairbanks and Me! (Grades 1-3)
Go back in time 100 years and spend a day in a Fairbanks classroom. Create a “living” history
museum as you present artifacts and reenact key people in our local history. Research your own
family history. Also included in this fascinating class is a study of holidays!
*AMERICAN EXPRESS...Geography & Current Events (Grades 1-3)
Student travelers plan the trip of their dreams. They will research the culture of their destination,
map out a route, read and create travel brochures and convert their currency when applicable.
Students will use maps & globes to locate Alaska regions, Canada, & Mexico, the continents,
oceans, and cardinal directions. Local & world news events will be integrated with geography as
student news reporters find the locations of important events.
GAMES & TOYS AROUND THE WORLD (Grades K-3)
Make a toy or game from at least three other countries and one old fashioned toy or game. Oh,
and there’s time to play them too! Celebrate children’s holidays around the world. Students will
learn similarities and differences between toys and games from other countries.
$5.00 materials fee

The first eight classes listed are marked as essential classes *. After completing these classes
your child will have completed all of the FNSBSD social studies curriculum objectives for grades
4-8 which are aligned with the Alaska state standards in geography, government & citizenship,
and history. Every history course will begin with a review of the history time line from stone age
to current day and where their topic of study fits on the time line and on the world map.

*BONES & STONES...Prehistoric societies (Grades 4-7)
Build a snow cave, make replicas of stone age tools, and simulate a whale hunt in the Arctic. So
can you really start a fire by rubbing two sticks together? Students will learn about prehistoric
societies with an emphasis on indigenous Alaska groups.

*DO YOU DIG MUMMIES? ...Ancient civilizations (Grades 4-7)
Wear a toga, learn to calculate in Egyptian, wrap a mummy, and participate in the first Olympics.
After studying an ancient culture and comparing basic needs and experiences common to all
civilizations, students will create artifacts to bury for a simulated archeological dig. What was
everyday life like in Greece, Rome and Egypt thousands of years ago? Students will have an
understanding of why these civilizations flourished, expanded and finally diminished.

*KNIGHTS OF THE ROUNDTABLE UNITE!...Feudalism (Grades 4-7)
Reerjiact a feudal manor complete with lords, ladies, knights, and serfs. Recreate the trial of Joan
of Arc and learn about the crusades. Design a coat of arms, Draw your swords!

i
"TREASURE ISLAND...The Age of Exploration (Grades 4-7)
Dress up like a famous explorer and convince the monarchy you’ve got the right stuff to complete
your voyage to the New World. Watch out for pirates as you map your route across the sea to find
the treasure! Meanwhile in America, experience early colonial life. Be careful not to spill wax on
your clothes! Students will focus on the Renaissance as it impacted the development and rise of.
the United States. $5.00 materials fee
*OFF WITH YOUR HEAD!...Revolution and evolution of modern democracy.
(Grades 4-7)
Assume the role of a loyalist, patriot, or neutralist as you debate to move other colonists to your
position at the First and Second Continental Congress. Put Louis XVI on trial. "Must a king die
so that a republic can live?" Students will study the key people and events associated with the
American and French revolution. They will analyze the Constitution, the origins of our modern
democracy and how laws are made and changed today. Write a letter! Circulate a petition!
Get involved!
—
*WAGONS HO!”_American History nineteenth century (Grades 4-7)
Journey with Louis and Clark and head for Oregon on a Wagon train. Spend a day in a oneroom school house, meet Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse and Geronimo. Travel the Chilkoot Trail and
finally remember the Alamo!. This course will provide an overview of people, issues and events
that have shaped our United States history including Alaska, from post revolutionary America to
the end of the 19th century!
*ROCK AND ROLL INTO the 20th century! (Grades 4-7)
Peace, love, and rock and roll! Come debate the space program, the Vietnam War, and women’s
rights. Learn about the Holocaust and participate in the Montgomery Bus Boycott. This course
will provide an overview of people issues and events that have shaped our United States history
from 1900 until today. The course will culminate with a historical musical review during which
historic figures from each era will share their story.
*MAP QUEST...Geography and current events (Grades 4-7)
Get your hands gooey! Create a relief map complete with topographical features. Careful, don’t
spill the paint! Students will study map and globe skills, and relate their own learning to research
and discussions about current local and global events. They will apply skills such as interpreting
charts, graphs and tables and use longitude and latitude. Connections between current events,
historical events, and geography will be emphasized. Special emphasis will be placed on Pacific
Rim and Latin American countries and our growing relationship with those countries.

APPENDIX E
Participant Consent Form

Colleen Smith Thomas
3244 M onteverdc Rd.
Fairbanks, AK 99709
fsm cf9@ uaf.edu
907-388-5278

Consent Form
1. T itle of Research Study: Im plem entation of Middle School Best Practice in a K -8
School
2. P ro ject Director: Colleen Sm ith T hom as under the supervision of Jerry L ipka,
Professor, University of A laska, Fairbanks: phone: 474-6439 or rfjm l@ uaL edu
3. P urpose of this Research Study:

You are being asked to take part in a study about K-8 schools. Fail banks Noith Stai Boiough
School District is in the process of opening its first K-8 Magnet School. Although there are two
other k-8 schools in the district, they have not been ventures that the school district directly
managed. One is a charter school and so operates somewhat independently from the district. The
other is a small rural school that chose to allow for 7th and 8th graders to stay at the school as an
alternative to the bus ride into town. There is currently a national movement toward converting
elementary schools into K-8 schools because of concerns regarding the significant statistical drop
in test scores that occurs when students make the transition into 7th grade. The conversion to K-8
schools is met with some difficulty by school districts across the nation because, while there are
many benefits to keeping these youngsters in their neighborhood elementary school where
supportive relationships have already been developed, the fact remains that these young
adolescents have different social, emotional and academic needs. It would be foolish to disregaid
the last 40 years of research into what is best educational practice for this age group. That leaves
the task of successfully implementing middle school practice into these emeiging K-8 schools.
Much research has been done into successful middle school practice. A small but significant
body of research exists to support the move toward K-8 schools. Very little research exists
regarding how to merge the two. This researcher will write a case study of the Fairbanks Magnet
School's effort to include exemplary middle school educational practice into the planning process
of the new school. Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before you agree to
be in the study.
4. Procedures for this Research Study:
The data collected for this case study will include an analysis of the minutes from district and
community meetings, interview transcripts, and related documents published by the school
district. If you decide to take part, you will be asked to participate in 4 tasks related to this study:
1) At the beginning of the interview, you will be asked to sign consent foims peitaining to
participating in this study and to be audio taped.
2) You will be asked to participate in an in depth, semi structured interview lasting from 45
minutes to one and one half hours.
3) During the interview, you wi ll be asked if you have any documents pertaining to the
nature of the study which you might be willing to share.

4)

A t i\ later clalt, you m ay be ask ed to p ro vide feedback on p relim in ary lesulLs oi to c la iif y
in fo rm atio n gathered in (lie o rig in a l in le rv iew .

5. P o ten tial R isk s or DiscomforLs:
There are no known risks to p a rtic ip a n ts in this stud y. P lease keep in mind that yo m p artic ip a tio n
in this stu d y is voluntary. S ho uld yo u ex p erie n ce d iscom fo rt or falig u e at any point in the
in terview , fo r any reason, p le a se let m e know if you w ish to lake a break. P lease feel fie e to
discuss th e se or any other d isco m fo rts you m ay e x p erie n ce .
6. P o ten tial B e n efits Lo You or O thers:
It is hoped that participants w ill e x p e rie n c e satisfactio n from contributing to research w h ic h m ay
benefit o th e r K -8 schools.
7. V o lu n tary Participation:
Y o u r participation is entirely voluntary and you may withdraw consent and terminate
participation at any time without consequence.

8. P rotection o f C onfidentiality

In keeping with the guidelines of ethical research, every precaution will be undertaken to
safeguard respondents’ identity and confidentiality of interview data. The Piincipal Investigatoi
will conduct all interviews and observations personally. Audio tapes, identified only by a code
number or pseudonym will be transcribed by the Principal Investigator or by a professional
transcriptionist who will be kept unaware of the coding scheme. Coded demographic forms and
surveys will be returned to the Principal Investigator in person or sent to the Pi incipal
Investigator’s direct attention. Documents participants share will be coded and filed separately
from interview and related coded materials. Subjects will not be identified by name in oi on
tapes, on tape transcripts, or in any subsequent publications related to the interview oi
observation. In any publications, subject names and identities will be safeguarded through the
use of pseudonyms and the masking of any details which may serve to identify the subjects.
Following transcription, signed consent forms, audio tapes, fieldnotes, and other materials related
to this study will be maintained in a secure and confidential manner by the Principal Investigator.
Contact an d Questions:
If you have any questions now , feel free to ask. If you have questions latei, you m ay
contact th e researcher or the F acu lty Sponsor at the phone num bers listed above. I f you
have questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, please c o n tac t the
Research Coordinator in the O ffice of R esearch Integrity at 474-7800 (F airb an k s area) or
1-866-876-7800 (outside the F airbanks area) or fyirb@ uafe.clu
Signatures and Consent to P articipate:
Federal and University regulations require that we obtain signed consent fo r p articip atio n
in research projects which inv o lv e hum an subjects. After this project s p u ip o se ,
procedures, benefits and risk have been explained to you, please indicate y o u r c o n se n t by
signing th e attached statement.
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University of Alaska, Fairbanks
Human Subjects Consent Form
j have been fully inform ed of th e a b o v e d e scrib ed p ro c ed u re with its p o s s ib le
benefits a n d risks and am aw are, th a t m y in te rv iew will be au d io tap e d . M y
questions h a v e been an sw ered to m y s a tisia c tio n , I have been p io v io ed a c o p y (
fo rm , and J have given p e rm issio n fo r p a rtic ip a tio n in tins study.

Signature o f Subject

N am e of Subject (print)

Date

Signature o f Person
Obtaining Consent

N am e o f P erson
O btaining C onsent (print)

Date

APPENDIX F
Guidelines for Administrator/Teacher Interviews

G u id e lin e s f o r A d m in is t r a t o r / T e a c h e r In te r v ie w s
O u r d istric t is opening a K -8 M ag n et S chool. 1 am re se a rc h in g the best w a y s to
a d d r e s s th e needs of m id d le g ra d e s s tu d e n ts in a K -8 environm ent.

When and why did you decide to include middle grades in your school?

Did you add them gradually or all at once?

Is there a choice between attending your K-8 school or a separate middle school?

A re m o st of the 7"' graders returning or new students? Is there a high percentage o f new
students that were not successful elsew here?

A re the majority of kids there because they want to be or because parents insisted ?

A re th e middle grades self contained or departm entalized? A re you satisfied w ith th e
w ay it is working now?

H ow is math taught? W hat curriculum is being used?

H ow are the other subjects taught? W hat curriculum and/or textbooks are used?

A re exploratory classes available to the students?

H ow m uch interaction do the m iddle school students have w ith younger children in th e
school?

W hen you refer to m iddle school, w hat grade levels are you including?

Are the teachers elementary certified or otherw ise?

D o the teachers have com m on planning tim e?
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I-Iow are special academic needs deal! with?

Do you have a cou n selo r?... nurse? D id they receive any training specific to m iddle
school issu es/

Is the availability of sports an issue for the students or parents at your school and how
you address that?

A re o th e r extra curricular activities available?

Is your program popular with the com m unity?

How are behavior issues dealt with?

D escibe the climate and student attitude about the m iddle school program

How are the unique social and em otional needs of adolescents addressed?
R esearch indicates that m iddle grade students benefit from an advisor/advisee
relationship with an adult in the building. D o you think this need is addressed in y o u r
school?.. How?

Has the transition to high school been successful for the students when they leave? D o
you have any program s in place to assist w ith that transition?

In general, what are the strengths of y o u r m iddle school p rogram ?.. W hat are the areas
needing to be developed?

APPENDIX G
FNSBSD Permission Letter

F air ba n ks N o r t h S tar B o r o u g h S
D

chool

istrict
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F if t h A v e n u e

F a ir b a n k s , A la sk a

99701-4756

(907)452-2000

November 29, 2005
Ms. Colleen Smith-Thomas
3244 Monteverde Road
Fairbanks, AK 99709
Dear Ms.Smitb-Thomas:
This letter is written to officially inform you that your application to conduct research in
the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District has been reviewed and approved.
This approval assumes that you will follow all regulations governing research projects as
set forth in the administrative regulation that you received with your application. When
your project is complete, please send a copy of the results to the Program Planning and
Evaluation Department. If you have any questions, please call me at 452-2000 ext. 367.
I wish you good luck with your research and will be very interested in the outcome.
Sincerely,

Dr. Nicholas Stayrook
Chief Information Services Officer
NS/pdd
cc: K. Weaver, Principal, Barnette Magnet School

